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:riting /ewish: CLrHumHLsLon DnG Its DLsHontJnts in &ontext 

/ewish 1iterature, in spite of the seemingly obvious implications of the term itself, 

proves enormously difficult to define. 1iterary historian 2ichael 5. .ramer, who traces 

the genesis of this discussion to 1eopold =unz's watershed program of WLssJnsHKDKt GJs 

JuGJntums+ which was among the first efforts to reconceive historical understandings of 

/ewish culture along *uropean *nlightenment lines, finds early consensus among 

scholars attempting to answer the question, ":hat is /ewish literature$" 7he answer was 

quite simple: /ewish literature was literature produced by /ewish people, and no further 

qualification was necessary. .n the nearly 200 intervening years since =unz's 

investigation, however, as academic inquiry has crept toward the post-modem paradigm, 

many scholars have grown increasingly inclined to define /ewish literature in ways that 

suggest that /ewishness is "a construction and not an essence" (.ramer 289). 7he 

potential for pluralism implied by an anti-essentialist stance, .ramer argues, has led to a 

proliferation ofdefinitions of/ewish literature that reveal much about the orientation of 

individual critics toward their shared tradition, but do little to clarify the literary 

boundaries which only seem to grow more convoluted by the moment: for *eoffrey 

+artman, /ewish 1iterature must necessarily be anti-iconic; for &ynthia 4zick, it must 

draw upon the rhythm and feel of traditional /ewish liturgy; for 8aul %ellow, it is marked 

by "laughter and trembling ...so curiously mixed that it is not easy to determine the 
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relations of the two"; for +ana :irth-1esher, the persistence ofthe question merely 

indicates the fact it will never be answered satisfactorily (.ramer 288). .ramer 

ultimately concludes, however, that such ambiguity only distracts from the burning 

dilemma underlying the question, ":hat is /ewish 1iterature$" $nd that dilemma 

revolves around the often even more urgent problem of identifying precisely who is 

/ewish. 

.n WKo Is D JJw? 2eryl +yman conducts interviews with a series ofboth 

geographically and denominationally disparate rabbis and theologians surrounding their 

understanding ofher /ewish status. 7he child ofa /ewish father and a non-/ewish mother, 

she is not considered /ewish by traditional law, which tracks status matrilineally. +yman, 

however, claims a /ewish identity by virtue ofthe 1983 paper published by the &entral 

&onference of$merican 7abbis, the rabbinic association of$merican 7eform /udaism, 

which rules that /ewish status may be transmitted by either parent. 7he book emerges as 

part theological exploration, part memoir; +yman places herself at the center ofwhat is 

perhaps modem /ewry's greatest controversy, opening herself to the pity and 

condescension oforthodox rabbis who at once acknowledge her /ewish-looking face and 

urge her to convert to /udaism if she wishes to lay rightful religious claim to it. "2y 

/udaism has been tested iQ rather harsher ways than . believed it would be when . set out 

to write this book," +yman writes. "<et my father was right when he said, '$ little bit 

/ewish is like a little bit pregnant"' (215-216). +yman's conclusion about /ewish identity 

is not at all unlike .ramer's conclusion about /ewish 1iterature: though discussions 

which attempt to define /ewish literature are often "narrowly and obscurely conceived" 

and confuse "the culture of/ews with the creed of the critic," they nonetheless betray the 
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all-the-more important biases ofthose engaged in the discussion (.ramer 342). 7he 

plurality ofanswers to the question, ":hat is /ewish literature$" only indicates the 

necessity ofall of them. 7he question is not unanswerable, as :irth-1esher suggests; 

rather, critics ought to ask a different question: ":hat is the literature of those people 

who consider themselves /ews$" :hile the difference between the two questions may 

seem unmanageably subtle, the latter is, perhaps, far easier to answer because it requires 

an act of identification on the part ofthe author, perceivable in the text, that 

acknowledges the power and pull ofa broader /ewish community. .n effect, such 

literature may be understood as the work ofthose people, empowered by their own 

definitions, who wish to assert their unique /ewish identities. .t is out of this tradition 

which "&ircumcision and .ts )iscontents" and "+olocaust *xhibit" emerge. 

)or generic purists, these essays are works of/ewish 2emoir. 7his label, 

however, both oversimplifies their relationship with a far broader canon of/ewish 

writing, fiction and nonfiction, and underestimates the complexity of the term /ewish 

2emoir, itself. *ver since the early 1960s, when the self-imposed silence of+olocaust 

survivors began to dissipate, the /ewish memoir pDr JxHJllJnHJ has remained the 

+olocaust narrative; and while many ofthese works are ofunfathomable value to both 

the /ewish people and the world community, they have nonetheless propelled /ewish 

literary expectations into a "'high' drama paradigm," leaving little room in the category 

ofpersonal nonfiction for works of lighter tone or varying subject matter (8chulte-8asse 

470). &ompared with the +olocaust, 1inda 8chulte-8asse argues, any other topic appears 

"ordinary," and ''the ordinary has no business in 'high drama"' (472). &onsequently, 
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contemporary /ewish memoirists have had to contend with a nearly sacrosanct status quo 

and, as a result, look largely outside their own genre for guidance. 

5erhaps the most sublime example ofresistance to the paradigm ofhigh drama 

which has dominated /ewish memoir for the past fifty years is MDus9 A SurvLvor
s TDlJ+ 

completed in 1991, in which $rt 8piegelman recasts the /ews as anthropomorphic mice 

pursued by *erman cats in conflict with $merican dogs, 7ussian bears, and %ritish fish. 

7he 5ulitzer 5rize-winning graphic novel skillfully reconciles 8piegelman's father's 

"high drama" memories ofsurviving the +olocaust and the "ordinary" but complex 

relationship between father and son within the conventions ofa medium often dismissed 

as something less than literature. 5art narrative and part meta-narrative, MDus offers 

space to question the legacy of+olocaust narratives as they have traditionally been 

presented, as well as revealing the challenges facing authors who attempt to set such 

stories to paper. .n a scene with his therapist, a &zech concentration camp survivor, 

8piegelman self-indulgently insists on steering the conversation back to the composition 

ofMDus itself, ironically arousing the wrath ofthe man paid to listen to him. ".'m not 

talking about <4:7 book now," the therapist barks. "%ut look at how many books have 

already been written about the +olocaust. :hat's the point$ 5eople haven't changed.>... B 

2aybe they need a newer, bigger +olocaust" (45). MDus routinely gestures toward the 

futility ofstatus quo representations ofthe +olocaust, a theme only amplified by its 

author's innovative juxtaposition ofsubject matters and form. 

:hat MDus accomplishes formally, $lan .aufman's 2000 memoir, JJw Boy+ 

accomplishes stylistically, simultaneously paying tribute to the high drama paradigm and 

suggesting a formula for those memoirists wishing to transcend it. :hile the book 
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examines the legacy of growing up the child of+olocaust survivors, it is also very funny, 

and the subject acts as a backdrop against which .aufman may address such "ordinary" 

issues as alcoholism, drug addiction, and homelessness. +is eventual reunion with a 

broader /ewish community and its narratives, however, is where .aufman finds his 

sanction to write. .n the book's epilogue .aufman reflects on his visit to a concentration 

camp and the +olocaust's legacy for those too young to have experienced it: "7his is 

what has been given to my generation to do. 7o arrive at this site in )achau, *ermany, 

and to stand before it, incapable. 7his is the highest plateau oftruth that my generation 

can attain. .magination is unnecessary here. $rms can be laid down here. $rt is only art 

here" (397-8). JJw Boy suggests that the antidotes to so somber a prospect are humor and 

a self-deprecating tone, which communicate humility on the part of an author brazen 

enough to sUx and comprehend the incomprehensible. .ronically, the genre of/ewish 

memoir, which once so vigorously resisted humor from those within historical proximity 

ofthe +olocaust, now seems to demand it ofthose too young to have any firsthand 

knowledge of the tragedy. 

,s is .aufman's model that "+olocaust *xhibit" strives to emulate in suggesting 

that /ews' overemphasis of their victimhood vis-a-vis the +olocaust has had destructive 

psychological, political, and theological consequences. "+itler is no more. %ut we still 

suffer his evil legacy, and refuse to be comforted," writes .sraeli politician $vraham %urg 

in his 2008 politico-theological tract cum memoir TKJ HoloHDust Ls OvJr: WJ Must RLsJ 

From Its AsKJs- ",s was easy for +itler to take our lives away from us, and it is difficult 

for us to get +itler out of our lives" ( 44). "+olocaust *xhibit" attempts to join JJw Boy in 

suggesting that the first step toward purging +itler from our lives is acknowledging that 
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any effort to comprehend the tragedies of the +olocaust is doomed to failure, and in this 

admission of ignorance is the possibility ofnew beginnings. .n the fourth and final 

segment of"+olocaust *xhibit," the narrator is confronted with an offensive, poorly 

written chain-email which exalts the martyrdom of+olocaust victims by spreading 

mistruths about .slam. 7rying to make sense of the email's logic, he conjures an 

imaginary author who is /ewish, young, ignorant, and very enthusiastic. 7he narrator, 

however, quickly begins to identify with the author's enthusiasm, and realizes that any 

effort to gain wisdom is contingent upon understanding the dynamics of ignorance. 1ike 

JJw Boy+ "+olocaust *xhibit" ends on a very serious note, but its seriousness is 

sanctioned by a humility achieved through the narrator's refusal to take himself too 

seriously. 

,fhumor is one of the chief signifiers of the humility demanded ofpost-high 

drama paradigm authors, emerging /ewish memoirists are arguably as much indebted to 

the tradition of such writers and performers as 1eil 8imon, :oody $llen, /ack %enny, 

/erry 8einfeld, and 8id &aesar as they are to the tradition of /ewish 2emoir itself. .n his 

essay, ":hy /ews 1augh at 7hemselves," +illel +alken traces the emergence ofmodem 

/ewish humor to the nineteenth century *erman-/ewish writer and convert to 

&hristianity, +einrich +eine, whose witticisms helped him navigate two disparate 

religious worlds and allowed him to retain a distinctly /ewish character in spite ofhis 

1utheran baptism. +eine once quipped that "the day &hristians take to eating tsKolJnt+ the 

beloved /ewish 8abbath stew, every /ew will convert to &hristianity" (qtd. in +alken 49). 

7herefore, +alken suggests, modem /ewish humor is born of the clash between 

traditional /ewish culture and modernity and is a means by which /ews may redefine 
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/ewishness itself in light of their experiences with secularism. 7he tradition begun by 

+eine, +alken writes, was inherited by 8holom $leichem, whose <iddish stories 

examined the impact of the *uropean *nlightenment on sKtJtl society; eventually it was 

passed to the %orscht %elt comedians, whose comedy often lay in the juxtaposition of 

"old country" customs, accents, and mannerisms with $merican expectations. 2ost 

recently, the same themes have surfaced in the comedy of such performers as /on 8tewart 

and 8arah 8ilverman. .n her 2005 film JJsus Is MDJLH+ 8ilverman, via her blissfully 

ignorant, racist, vulgar, and insensitive persona, invites viewers to laugh at the absurdity 

of ignorance, racism, vulgarity, and insensitivity themselves. 7egarding raising /ewish 

children in a mixed faith marriage 8ilverman announces, ":e'd just be honest >with the 

childrenB, and say '2ommy is one of the chosen people, and )addy believes that /esus is 

magic"' �JJsus(- :hile the construction and tone are decidedly 5ost-2odem, the joke 

engages the same tension between /udaism and modernity which +eine addressed over 

150 years earlier. 

.n literary circles, this tension has largely been inherited by writers of/ewish 

fiction, writes 8ylvia %arack )ishman, who have adopted the practice of "quilting 

together dissonant experiences, revealing the seams and fault lines, and sometimes 

shining a spotlight on them" (149). "&ircumcision and .ts )iscontents" and "+olocaust 

*xhibit," therefore, are arguably more indebted to the tradition of /ewish fiction, 

particularly the short story, with its successful marriage of serious subject matter, humor, 

and frequent employment of a first person narrator, than that ofmemoir. 7ather than 

explicitly identifying themselves as characters, many /ewish authors have constructed 

fictitious alter egos to represent them on the page and transmit their realities. ,Q her 
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collection of short stories, Enormous CKDnJJs Dt tKJ LDst MLnutJ+ *race 5aley introduces 

the aptly named, semi-autobiographical )aith )arwin to explore the complexities that 

arise when a /ewish upbringing meets an evolving political consciousness. .n ")aith in a 

7ree," )arwin announces her understanding ofhumanity's relationship to the )ivine, 

nurtured in a /ewish-8ocialist milieu: 

. don't believe civilization can do a lot more than educate a person's senses. ,f it's 
truth and honor you want to refine, . think the /ews have some insight. 2ake no 
images, imitate no *od. $fter all, in +is field, the graphic arts, +e is pre-eminent. 
7hen let that 4ne who made the tan deserts and the blue ;an $llen belt and the 
green mountains of1ew *ngland be in charge of%eauty, which +e obviously 
understands, and let man, who was full of forgiveness at /erusalem, and full of 
survival at 7roy, let man be in charge of *ood. (89) 

:hile )aith's theology is far from traditional, ascribing a force for redemption typically 

associated with *od to humanity, it is no less a consequence of /ewish consciousness. 

7ather than deconstructing traditional /udaism, 5aley realigns its imperatives from 

satisfying an intangible being to bettering the human condition; through )aith )arwin, 

feminism, pacifism, and humanism emerge as unquestionably /ewish values. 

8imilarly, in )avid %ezmozgis' short story collection NDtDsKD+ 2ark %erman 

reenacts many of the author's experiences as a 7ussian-/ewish immigrant in 7oronto, and 

explores the intricacies of /ewish existence with both true reverence and a keen eye for 

irony. .n "2inyan," the final story of the collection, %ezmozgis encapsulates his 

protagonist's relationship with /udaism. %erman, who accompanies his grandfather to 

8abbath services at a retirement home populated exclusively by /ews to make the mLnyDn+ 

the quorum of ten /ewish men necessary for public worship, reflects on the meager 

8aturday morning gathering: "2ost of the old /ews came because they were drawn by the 

nostalgia for ancien~ cadences, . came because . was drawn by nostalgia for old /ews. ,Q 
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each case, the motivation was not tradition but history" (134). )or %ezmozgis, /udaism is 

something that demands preservation, but an integral part of that effort is an honest 

assessment ofthe ways in which /ews' attachments to /udaism have changed. +istory, in 

the world ofNDtDsKD+ is a far more powerful and palpable source of inspiration than any 

supernatural force-a fact which, as %ezmozgis powerfully suggests, ought to be 

celebrated rather than maligned. 

:orks such as NDtDsKD and Enormous CKDnJJs Dt tKJ LDst MLnutJ+ characterized 

by a sense ofunrepentant individuality and a willingness to diffuse the tension 

surrounding sometimes sensitive subjects with humor, are arguably greater indicators of 

the future of /ewish memoir than /ewish memoir itself. 8ignificantly, memoirists have 

been forced to find inspiration outside ofthe genre because it has largely failed-albeit 

with notable exceptions-to remain at the cutting edge of"secular progress." $n issue 

such as homosexuality, which plays prominently in "&ircumcision and .ts )iscontents," 

has suffered from gay /ews' insistence on contextualizing their experiences within the 

stratum of /ewish 1aw. .n WrJstlLnJ wLtK GoG & MJn+ orthodox rabbi 8teven *reenberg 

writes ofattempting to navigate the contradictions ofbeing gay and wishing to live as an 

observant /ew, but his experiences emerge as highly qualified; his memoirs are ultimately 

only permitted resonance because they are a springboard for an interpretation of/ewish 

1aw that condones their telling. 8imilarly, TwLHJ BlJssJG+ an anthology ofnarratives 

detailing the experiences of lesbian and gay /ews repeatedly mixes memoir with religious 

conundrums in a way that reads like more like an appeal for legitimacy than an 

exploration of inner truths. 1either work, though admirable for its taboo-breaking, 

understands gay /ews as given; rather, they see gay /ews as people who require 
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explanation. &onsequently, much contemporary /ewish writing confronting 

homosexuality reads more like self-help or theology than literature. *ven 1ev 7aphael's 

collection of short memoirs, WrLtLnJ D JJwLsK LLKJ+ which is radical in comparison to 

TwLHJ BlJssJG and WrJstlLnJ WLtK GoG & MJn for its unapologetic embrace ofthe 

ordinary lives of gay /ews, is infused with a far too self-conscious sense of catharsis to be 

taken entirely seriously. 7hough, quite interestingly, the author discusses his experiences 

growing up the child of+olocaust survivors, coming to terms with his homosexuality, 

settling down with a /ewish doctor with two children, and reintegrating himself into the 

/ewish community, he becomes bogged down by his own sense ofpurpose. .n the 

collection's opening essay, 7aphael writes that writing is his "laboratory" in which he 

hopes to concoct pieces ofliterature that will "in one way or another" say "what /ews say 

after someone has had an honor during a torah service, yDsKJr koDHK+ may your strength 

be multiplied" (21). 7aphael's repeated emphasis on the act ofwriting as therapy 

ultimately undercuts the potential potency of the stories he wishes to tell. 7his sort of 

overt purposefulness, be it therapeutic or theological, is a quality "&ircumcision and .ts 

)iscontents" seeks to resist, instead looking toward the theatrical tradition established by 

such plays as +arvey )ierstein's TorHK SonJ TrLloJy+ :illiam )inn and /ames 1apine's 

FDlsJttos+ and 7ony .ushner's AnJJls Ln AmJrLHD+ whose gay, /ewish characters' realities 

are not consumed by protests asserting their right to be heard; their lives, rather, 

legitimize themselves. &rucially, in the second-to-last segment of"&ircumcision and .ts 

)iscontents," the narrator does not wait for a religious authority to permit him reentry to 

/udaism; instead, the narrator permits /udaism reentry to him. 
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.n spite of the fact that, at the moment, /ewish memoir may not be living entirely 

up to its potential, "&ircumcision and .ts )iscontents" and "+olocaust *xhibit" 

nevertheless emerge as a part ofa broader memoir boom which has wrestled 

autobiography away from figures that seem to either embody ivory tower greatness or 

extraordinary peculiarity. 7ather, 7ristine 7ainer writes in Your LLKJ Ds Story+ the 

contemporary memoir movement recognizes that "although each ofus gets a different life 

story-a different piece of the puzzle-our tribe needs the wisdom of us all for truth to 

emerge" (36). 7he key to writing successful memoir, the book contends, is not in 

grandiosity of topic but in presentation; the mundane is only mundane insofar as it is told 

that way. 7herefore, the initial challenge in composing this project's essays was arriving 

at a structure that maximizes the usual. 7he relatively new form of the segmented essay, 

writes 7obert 1. 7oot, /r. is particularly suited to transmitting internal realities because it 

mirrors the fact that "the connections and associations that come so readily in the 

memory and in the imagination often defy simple linearity" ( 405). :hile the anecdotes 

which comprise "&ircumcision and .ts )iscontents" and "+olocaust *xhibit" are not 

usual in the sense that they may be shared by any random sampling of$mericans, they 

are free ofoverdramatic epiphanies and unexpected turns. .nstead, their poignancy is 

(hopefully) derived from the cumulative effect of series ofwell-chosen details, 

meaningful by virtue of their juxtaposition to each other. 

%ecause of its nonlinearity, however, the segmented essay poses particular 

challenges iQ terms ofdramatic structure because it often lacks an overt "desire line" on 

which cause and effect may be easily demarcated (7ainer 68). .n the segmented essay, 

the climax must work in many directions: not only must it unite the essay's disparate 
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segments as a whole, it must also act within the dramatic structure of the individual 

segment. .n "+olocaust *xhibit," for example, each of the four segments attempts its own 

miniature, but complete, dramatic structure. ,f, as 7ainer writes, climax is "the scene in 

the conclusion where something dies so something can live," four things die so four 

things can live in "+olocaust *xhibit" (74). .n the first segment, perceived liberty dies in 

favor ofperceived oppression; in the second, religiosity cedes to secularism; in the third, 

self-esteem takes a dive, but a way with words flourishes; in the fourth segment, the 

narrator sees himself as helping defeat a "black and white" understanding ofthe 

+olocaust in favor ofone which insists that grappling with the +olocaust means 

navigating often contradictory ideas. :hat the first three climaxes have in common is 

that they produce unsatisfactory results: emotional claustrophobia, self-righteousness, and 

embarrassment, respectively. 7he fourth acts as the climax for the entire piece largely 

because it is the only one which produces results worth holding onto, and those results-

namely, the narrator's decision to save the email but not send it on--counteract the minor 

tragedies of the first three segments. 

.n attempting to create a cohesive whole out ofmany different parts, voice, 

perhaps, is the chief signifier ofunity. .n TKJ SLtuDtLon DnG tKJ Story+ ;ivian *ornick 

writes that the many authors whose work she analyzes "might not 'know' themselves-

that is, have no more self-knowledge than the rest ofus-but in each case- and this is 

crucial- they know who they are Dt tKJ momJnt oKwrLtLnJ" (30). .n composing the 

essays for this project, it was no small challenge making certain that the various segments 

were narrated by the same persona. .n early drafts of"&ircumcision and .ts )iscontents," 

the dry, self-effacing voice established early in the first segment often slipped into an 
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uncharacteristic, pseudo-philosophic tone. ,Q a draft ofthe seventh segment, for example, 

as the narrator ponders the modem structure ofthe temple he passes every, he explains 

that it "was designed to make people think that /ews were enthusiastic participants in 

modernity, but I was modernity, and . felt certain the synagogue had no space for me," 

when such a statement is entirely too lacking in subtlety for a voice which seems to pride 

itself on its eye for irony. "2ost essayists," writes 8cott 7ussell 8anders, "cannot draw 

on any source ofauthority from beyond the page to lend force to the page itself. 7hey can 

only use language to put themselves on display and to gesture at the world" (422). ,fthe 

narrative persona is not consistent, then, the stories it attempts to tell are necessarily 

unreliable. 

)inally, and most obviously, memoir is inescapably linked with memory-and 

memory, as many have found to their chagrin, is inescapably linked with fiction. $nyone 

writing memoir is confronted with the tremendous responsibility ofaccurately portraying 

their stories, in spite ofthe fact that many details may be lost to time. :hile gathering the 

facts is absolutely crucial, 2imi 8chwartz writes, memoir distinguishes itself from other 

genres ofnonfiction in that it privileges "emotional truth" over literal truth: ",fwe stick 

only to facts, our past is as skeletal as black-and-white line drawings in a coloring book. 

:e must color it in" (426). 4ne should not worry when faced with uncertainty about 

particular details, she believes, because the mind will deliver reality as it perceives it. ,Q 

"&ircumcision and .ts )iscontents," for example, it would be impossible to recapture the 

precise conversation the narrator and )avid share in the beat-up 2ercedes %enz on the 

way to his conversion; but what memoir offers an author is the possibility of 

reconstructing a constituent inner truth that is no less legitimate than indisputable fact. .t 
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is this movement toward valuing the truth of the individual in which "&ircumcision and 

.ts )iscontents" and "+olocaust *xhibit" hope to participate. 
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&ircumcision and .ts )iscontents 

4ne look at my nose should have told him . was /ewish. %ut 7abbi *ettinger was 

interested in quite another part ofmy body-and what had or had not been done to it 

when . was eight days old. 4n /anuary 6, 1976, no giddy extended family members 

gathered at my parents' home to witness the dexterity of a uniquely qualified religious 

professional; there were no blintzes, kugels, bagels, celebratory 2azel 7ovs, or wine-

soaked strips of gauze for my newborn mouth to suckle. 7here was only the cold, secular 

snip-snip-snip of a doctor in a hospital. .t was not my parents' fault, though: while 2r. 

2.). was busy robbing me ofmy rightful religious initiation, they sat agonizing in the 

intensive care unit where a dangerous case of chemical pneumonia forced me to spend 

my early weeks. 7he only procedures followed were those prescribed by a team of 

medical professionals. "7he only thing we were concerned with at the time," my mother 

somberly confessed to an increasingly bewildered . .-year-old me, "was your immediate 

survival." %ut now, after more than a decade, my survival seemed more or less assured. 

8uddenly, the time had arrived to plan a %ar 2itzvah. $nd a %ar 2itzvah is a ceremony 

reserved for, well-

"8o, .'m not /ewish$" . asked my father. )or a moment, the possibility seemed 

strangely liberating. %ut then . thought of the tortures . had suffered for seven years at the 
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hands of the rabbis of the 8outh %end +ebrew )ay 8chool and decided . deserved a 

party. 

".t's not that you're not /ewish," my father reassured me. "4f course you're 

/ewish. .t's just that when you were born, you didn't have a proper GrLs- 7abbi *ettinger 

needs us to make it right." 

. had no idea what to say. *ven with an underdeveloped, prepubescent 

understanding of anatomy, . knew there was nothing left to cut off. 7esigned to my 

strange fate, . looked helplessly up at my father. "8o what's going to happen$" 

+e sat down, looked straight into my eyes, and strained to produce a smile. "/ust a 

little prick, /oshua. /ust a little prick." 

7hus begins )avid's /ewish education: 

4ne evening in third grade, after his mother, exhausted from her schedule as a 

fiercely determined nursing student, home health care worker, waitress, and woodworker, 

falls hopelessly asleep, )avid is left in solitude to ponder his sense of self. ":ell, . guess 

.'m a little chubbier than the other kids," he tells himself. "$nd my mother spends an 

awful lot of time at work. $nd we seem to eat a lot of one-pot-tuna-casserole and peanut-

butter-and-jelly sandwiches." +e stares into the mirror seeing nothing but a pitiable boy 

with a terrible image problem. 

"8hit," he mutters, realizing it would prove particularly difficult, considering the 

family's circumstances, to pilfer enough money from his mother's purse to finance a 
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re1magmmg. "8hit" is a word )avid hears his uncle use and, although he doesn't really 

know what it means, he knows it comes in handy at moments like these. 

.n sheer frustration he throws his arms into the air. $s they come down with a 

smack on the crown ofhis head, )avid suddenly feels the solution at his fingertips: a nice 

haircut. $ nice haircut would make him a new man. *mpowered, he reaches for the 

scissors he often sees his mother use to coax her bangs into the perfect curve, slips his 

fingers through the cold steel rings, and begins to sculpt himself. ,Q his glee, however, 

delicate snips quickly become vigorous thwacks. %efore long, the top of)avid's head is 

but a sea of scalp, interrupted by the occasional wiry island ofwhat once was 

recognizable as hair. 

"8hit," he mutters again, this time remembering something else he learned from 

his uncle: if you don't have any hair, no one will ever know if you wear a baseball cap. ,s 

must be true, )avid thinks. $fter all, he's heard his uncle argue about it so many times. 

7he next morning, )avid boards the bus a confident boy, and everything goes 

precisely according to plan-until the school bus stops for /ama 2c*uiness, )avid's 

chieftormenter and unrelenting know-it-all. .mmediately, she spots the hat on his head 

and delights iQ the looming violation ofschool policy. /ama plops herself in the seat next 

to )avid and proudly proclaims, "<ou know you can't wear that hat in school." 

". don't care." 

"7ake it off," /ama demands. 

"NR." 

"7ake it off!" 

"NR!" 
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"7$.* .7 4))!" 

". &$1'7 7$.* .7 4))," )avid screams. 

":hat do you mean, you HDn t take it off$" 

". can't take it off," )avid says, reaching for the most plausible explanation at his 

disposal, "because .'m /ewish, and . have to keep my head covered." /ama, for the first 

time since she has made )avid's acquaintance, is speechless. 

:hen )avid gets to school, however, the hat provokes precisely the response 

/ama had predicted. :hen his teacher, 2rs. :heeler, spots the contraband, she demands 

an explanation-and )avid offers the same one. 

":hat are you talking about$" she snaps. "<ou're not /ewish. :here did you hear 

tKDt?" 

)avid tells 2rs. :heeler about his mother's fifth job: on the weekends, she has a 

lucrative sideline as a &her impersonator. 7his past weekend, he had followed her to a 

gig at a %ar 2itzvah, hobnobbed with people who looked just like 2ichael /ackson and 

4prah :infrey, and had an altogether terrific time. 

"7hat doesn't make you /ewish," 2rs. :heeler says. 

"%ut . am," )avid insists. 

"1o you're not. <ou can't be /ewish. <our KDmLly
s not /ewish." 

". don't understand. :hy can't people just say what they want to be-and then be 

it$" 
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. couldn't bear to open the prayer book. .t seemed absurd: my father wanted me to study 

like crazy for a ceremony . still was not yet entitled to. $ year earlier, . had looked into 

my father's strained smile and agreed to toe the 4rthodox party line, but by now, . had 

decided . wanted out. 7o my secret delight, the subject ofmy impending BDr MLtzvDK had 

begun to incite arguments between my parents, always from a predictable grab bag of 

topics: the guest list, the centerpieces, the merits ofa buffet versus table service. %ut 

when the next conflict arose, . told myself, . would commandeer it to my own advantage 

and seize control ofmy fate. 

4ne afternoon, in the midst of their squabbling, . marched downstairs with a well-

rehearsed line certain to communicate my dissatisfaction with the situation: ". do not 

want to have my BDr MLtzvDK at +igh 8treet," . announced, ". want to have it at 8inai." 

8uddenly, my parents fell silent. . had broached a subject far more complicated 

than herring and kuJJ.9 the local 4rthodox congregation, located on +igh 8treet, was the 

intended setting ofmy %ar 2itzvah; 8inai was a synagogue where we also held 

membership-until it joined the &onservative movement, abolished separate seating, and 

permitted women to lead prayers. .n the religious culture my father had constructed for 

our family, a BDr MLtzvDK at 8inai 8ynagogue would have amounted to little more than 

heresy. 

"TKDt+" my father bellowed, "is absolutely out ofthe question." 

":hy$" . pleaded. "$t 8inai, . wouldn't feel like everyone was looking at me." 

"<ou're right," my father snapped. "7hey wouldn't be looking at you. .n fact, no 

one there bothers to pay attention to the service at all. 7hey're too busy talking to each 

other." 
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"%ut ifl have my %ar 2itzvah at 8inai," . said, "then . won't have to do ...what . 

have to do." 

%ut that conversation had ended a year ago. 7here was no doubt . would have to 

"convert." .t didn't matter that to those &onservatives heretics at 8inai . was already 

/ewish-as-/ewish-could-be; after all, my parents were /ewish, and the body part in 

question had been undeniably operated upon. .t didn't matter that, at 8inai, this whole 

thing was a non issue. :hat mattered was that, at +igh 8treet, it was the central one. 

$nd then my father issued the final word on the matter. ". will not let anyone," he 

whispered through trembling lips, "tell me that my son is not /ewish." 

. had no choice: . would have to appear before a panel of three rabbis who would 

test my /ewish knowledge in spite of the fact . had studied for five years at the 8outh 

%end +ebrew )ay 8chool. . would have to go to a MoKJl who would symbolically draw 

a single drop ofblood in spite of the fact that the bit of flesh that men in his profession 

are accustomed to excising had been removed many years before. :ith a dip in a ritual 

bath and a few +ebrew blessings, . would have to become /ewish, in spite of the fact that 

. already was. 

"/ust a little prick, )avid," the rabbi at 8inai 8ynagogue assures )avid. "/ust a little 

prick." )avid presses past an instinctual grimace, looks to me, and smiles in anticipation 

of the culmination ofover two years of study and bacon cheeseburger deprivation. 7abbi 

)riedland smiles, too, because, the only thing left to do before scheduling a trip to a 

synagogue in &hicago equipped to accommodate )avid's conversion is to prepare him 
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for the sort of rabbinical inquisition he might expect before the prick and the dip are 

given the go-ahead. 1ot wanting to feel left out, . also smile. %ut mostly because neither 

of them knows what . am thinking. 

. am thinking about how much . hate the word "foreskin." $nd . am thinking 

about how .'ve only seen it in pictures, but . have the same startled reaction to it that . 

have when . am channel surfing and accidentally land on a program documenting open-

heart surgery or a wild beast devouring its prey. 

. am thinking about the extraordinary sense of completeness . experienced when 

)avid rolled over on his stomach and . first discovered the 8tar of)avid tattooed on his 

left shoulder. $nd . am thinking about the fact that . am not thinking about the fact that . 

hate tattoos. 

. am thinking about what my father might have thought about this whole situation 

had he only lived to see it. $nd . am thinking he would have rather had a gay /ew for a 

son than a straight gentile. 

$s . sit there thinking, )avid dutifully answers the rabbi's questions about laws 

and customs, the TorDK+ and what it expects ofhim. 7hough his mouth performs on cue, . 

know exactly what he is thinking: 

+e is thinking that /ews have an awfully peculiar way of saying hello. $nd he is 

thinking what a good thing it is that he was circumcised by a doctor in a hospital, because 

the alternative to "a little prick" is not a possibility a twenty-eight-year-old man 

accustomed to a particular anatomical status quo enjoys entertaining. 
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+e is thinking about the conversation he had with my father on his deathbed when 

he barely knew what /udaism was. $nd he is thinking about my father's admonition: 

")on't let /oshua flush 4,000 years ofhistory down the toilet." 

+e is thinking about how fortunate he is to have found a partner so willing to 

share his heritage. $nd he is thinking about how long it took his partner to appreciate it. 

$nd . sit contentedly by, relieved that . know what he is thinking. 

2y father's day-glow )ord )iesta. 185 miles. 2ilwaukee. 8mall brick synagogue. :p a 

half-flight of stairs. *xposed fluorescent bulbs. 7hree rabbis behind a folding table 

swaying and combing their long beards with their fingers. 

"+ello," . said. 7he swaying stopped. 

"7ell me," one of them said, ":ho are the patriarchs$" 

"$braham, .saac, and /acob." 

8waying. &ombing. 1ooking to each other for silent cues. 

")ine, then," another said. ":hat will your +ebrew name be$" 

"YJKosKuD ELtDn+" . replied. ,s was the one by which . had always been called. 

5aperwork. 5ointing. )own a full flight of stairs. 8hower. 2ildew. MoKJl- $ little 

prick. $ sip ofwine. 7hree dunks in the mLkvJK- 7hree +ebrew blessings. MDzJ! tov- 

$s my conversion ended, . thought . should have given my father the fight he so 

artfully dodged. 7he procedure was not painful--or even scary or embarrassing or 

degrading. %ut it was meaningless, at least for me. 1eaving, . felt no more a /ew than . 

did when . arrived. ,s did not change the fact that for years . had walked to the synagogue 
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on 8aturday mornings, studied +ebrew, and dutifully refrained from eating non-kosher 

meat. ,s also did not change the fact that, for some time, these motions which should have 

made me unquestionably /ewish had grown almost as meaningless as the ceremony . just 

endured. 

%y then, it was more than the seemingly senseless ritual that pushed me away. ,s 

was the fact that once, in response to the obstinacy . so often displayed in the months 

leading up to it, my father once said, "8o tell me what you're going to do when you fall 

in love with a woman and the rabbi says you can't get married because you're not 

/ewish." .t was that, coupled with the fact that whenever the rabbis at the 8outh %end 

+ebrew )ay 8chool descended into an extended exploration of certain 1evitical 

prohibitions, . felt they were somehow speaking directly to me. ,s took me a great deal of 

time to sort out the possibilities: . was not interested in sleeping with my sister, my father 

was out of the question, and my cat was nice but not in that way. 1othing on the list 

particularly appealed to me. %ut as my /udaism was renewed in this strange synagogue in 

2ilwaukee, . sensed . was being forced to prepare as a child for a world . would never be 

allowed to inhabit as an adult. 2y interest iQ the MLsKnDK+ . finally realized, had ceded to 

my interest in /oey 2ishkin. $nd these two interests seemed utterly irreconcilable. 

$s we pile into my ancient 2ercedes %enz, )avid's nascent /ewish self, just hours away 

from being granted official status, cannot help but note the irony. 

"%oy," he says. ":hat a way to stick it to +itler." 
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":hat do you mean$" . ask. . get the joke, but . am prepared to be delighted by 

the explanation. 

",f+itler thought 2ercedes was going to make cars to deliver &hristians to 

/ewish conversions, he wouldn't have fucking bothered." +e shakes his head in my 

direction. "+itler," he adds. ":hat a dick." 

. pull his hand toward my cheek, kiss it, and place it on my thigh. . am every bit 

as delighted by the explanation as . expected to be. . am so delighted, in fact, that my 

natural inclination to panic whenever things seem too perfect suddenly kicks in. :hat 

will happen ifhe goes before the panel ofrabbis and they tell him he isn't fit to join the 

club$ :hat could this do to our relationship$ 8ure, it was his idea to convert, but what 

about all of the times .'ve said, ".'m so excited to spend the rest ofmy life with a /ew"$ 

)o . want to be with a /ew, or do . want to be with )avid$ $nd how could . even 

separate those two components ofhis existence$ $fter all, he's been a prDHtLHLnJ /ew for 

over two years. 

. tug on )avid's shirtsleeve. ":hy are you converting$" . frantically ask. +e is 

obviously thrown by my change in tone. 

":hat$" 

":ho are the patriarchs$" . ask desperately. 

"W+AT?" 

":ho are the patriarchs$!" 

":mm...$braham, .saac, and /acob." 

"*ood. 1ow what are the five books of the TorDK?" 

W+AAAT?
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. stop asking and start demanding. 1o more 0U. 1ice /ew. "7ell me the five 

books of the 7orah!" 

"*enesis..." 

"7ight." 

"*xodus... " 

"7ight." 

")euteronomy...$" 

. am forced to confess . have absolutely no idea. 

:hen . was 21, . moved to $sheville, 1orth &arolina to live in the mountains and have 

an existential crisis. .nitially, . was attracted to the :nitarian :niversalists. 7hey believed 

iQ everything. $ %uddhist lesbian could shack up with a +indu transsexual and raise 

=oroastrian children-and they could all go to the same church. %efore long, though, 

everything was not enough. 

1ext, . made the acquaintance of some 4uakers. 7hey believed in /esus, but they 

weren't loud about it. ,Q fact, they weren't loud about anything. . was delighted; . 

couldn't possibly feel threatened by a silent liturgy. %efore long, though, nothing was 

entirely too much. 

4nce . dropped in on the %aha'i. . was drawn to them because . wasn't sure 

which syllable of their name to emphasize. . don't think . ever found out. 

*very time . left my apartment for a service at a church, meetinghouse, or center, 

however, . had to walk down :alnut 8treet past 7emple %eth-*l. .n fact, . passed 
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7emple %eth-*l wherever . went: to work, to the food co-op, to the bar with the 

incredible .rish music. . often stopped in front of it, but . always walked on-until one 

evening, several years later, when the telephone rang, and . heard my mother's voice 

speaking in a tone . had never heard before. 

"&ancer," she said. ")addy has cancer." 

. didn't know what to say. . had assumed that my father would always be alive 

and well and raising an eyebrow at my unrelenting religious rebelliousness. 7hat's how . 

knew he was there. . felt his presence when . sensed his skepticism. 

:hen . hung up the telephone, . walked down the street, stood in front of the 

temple, thought about my father, and thought about going inside. . thought about it for so 

long, in fact, that pretty soon . had to use the restroom. 7his was the perfect excuse, . 

thought. %ut as . collected the courage to heed nature's call, the doors flew open and the 

crowd gathered inside spilled out onto the street; . made my way into the temple against 

the stream ofcongregants, found the restroom, and left again, without saying a word to 

anyone. 

$s the +igh +olidays neared, however, . began telling myself with ever 

increasing frequency that . needed to go to temple to participate, not to pee. :hen RosK 

HDsKDnDK *ve arrived, . forced myself out my apartment door, trembling with greater 

anticipation than . had experienced at my %ar 2itzvah when . got up to recite the service 

. had not practiced enough. $t least, then, . had recently been in a synagogue. %ut now, it 

seemed entirely new; apart from the odd wedding or funeral, . hadn't set foot in one for at 

least seven years. 
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$s . opened the temple door, . heard the cacophonous roar of old friends 

exchanging greetings, new members making introductions, sisterhood ladies demanding 

to see people's tickets-

8hit. . had completely forgotten about tickets. $nd even if . hadn't, . had no 

money to pay the exorbitant prices temples typically charged. $s . approached the table 

where a suspicious woman sat poised to finger freeloaders, . prepared myself for what 

was, perhaps, the most assertive act . have ever performed in a synagogue. 

". don't have a ticket," . said to the woman. 

":ell, single tickets are a hundred and fifty dollars for 7osh +ashanah and < om 

.ippur. 7hat includes a break-the-fast dinner." 

". really don't have the money," . replied apologetically. ". just want to go to 

services. /ust tonight." 

+er face wrinkled up in an expression that let me know how close . was coming 

to ruining her new year. "/ust a minute," she barked, before disappearing into the crowd. 

$ moment later she returned, disappointed that someone had apparently told her she 

couldn't turn away a poor /ew. "/ust wait in the back until everyone finds a seat," she 

warned me. "7hen you can go sit down." 

:hen the service started, . opened the prayer book, barely able to recognize many 

of the +ebrew words . knew . had pronounced hundreds of times. . recognized the 

melodies, but every time . tried to hum along . began to cry. . was back in sKut+ but 

something was still missing. ,s was a family-a /ewish family. . wanted to make the 

journey back home, but . couldn't do it alone, and ever since . first noticed /oey 2ishkin, 
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. felt sure that was what /udaism demanded of me. %ut that night, everything changed, 

and . suddenly felt it was time that . began demanding things of it. 

:hen we arrive at the synagogue where )avid's conversion will take place, . pace 

nervously up and down an empty hall, as he is whisked away to an upstairs room to 

undergo his pre-prick interview before the panel of three rabbis. $s soon as the 

conversion is green-lighted, )avid, the rabbis, and . reconvene in a tiny hall adjacent to 

the room with the ritual bath from which )avid will emerge a /ew. 7here he is told to 

enter another small room on the right which contains all of the accoutrements necessary 

for a hygienic process. +e is told to comb his hair, making certain that everything loose is 

removed. +e is told to trim his nails, relieve himself, take a shower, and wash 

meticulously. )avid listens attentively to every single instruction, and ventures through 

the door for the most important bathroom visit of his life. )ifteen minutes pass, twenty-

five, over a half-an-hour-

":hat happened$" one of the rabbis finally asks. ")id he get cold feet$" 

. resent the remark, even though he made it innocently enough. . suddenly feel 

compelled to explain to him that )avid is only doing as he is told, that the attention to 

detail informing the lengthy grooming session is something to be celebrated not mocked, 

and, most of all, that )avid doesn't have to do anything before he is absolutely ready. 

%efore . can gather the courage, though, he emerges from the little room in the robe 

provided for him, smiling broadly and sincerely. 

"4kay," he says. ".'m ready to get /ewed-up." 
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7he rabbis lead him into the room with the ritual bath. . listen: no cries ofagony. 

*ood. . hear splashes. *ood. $nd in what seems like only a fraction of the time )avid 

spent in the shower, he returns, dressed again in his own clothes, skin radiant, and hair 

still damp from the water that transformed him. 8tanding before me, . see living, 

breathing /udaism wrapped in a staggeringly attractive package. $nd all . want to do is 

go home and study it. 
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+olocaust *xhibit 

ItJm �HD- 0876(9 A sJJmLnJly GLstDstJKul onJ,lLnJr oKunknown orLJLn tKDt GrouJKt D 

GLsproportLonDtJ Dmount oKplJDsurJ to Dn DwkwDrG+ GJspJHtDHlJG GDnG oKGDrJly 

puGJsHJnt JJwLsK Goys Dt D pJrKormLnJ Drts summJr HDmp Ln tKJ MLGwJst9 

"7he 1azis sure were a bunch ofassholes. %ut goddammit they were snappy 

dressers." 

7his line had proven useful in an extraordinary array ofpredicaments, all of 

which were triggered by a moment ofkeen awareness that $dam, /onathan, and . wore 

our common ethnicity in the centers ofour faces. )or instance, a fellow camper once 

offered what he thought was a terribly clever remark making some sort ofconnection 

between $dam's DsKkJnDzLH protrusion and his inexplicable distaste for pork. :hile 

responding to an attack like this was often a team effort, $dam found himself alone on 

this one; with no less zeal than that with which $dam refused pork, /onathan and . 

asserted our enlightened natures by putting bacon on everything imaginable. .nowing no 

other recourse, $dam stared the boor down and went into default defense mode: "7he 

1azis sure were a bunch ofassholes," he said. "%ut goddammit they were snappy 

dressers." ,swas the equivalent of looking a dumb jock or an airhead cheerleader in the 

eye and saying, "<ou're pretty." :e were telling them-and ourselves- that no matter 

what was on our outsides, we sensed serious deficiencies with their insides. :e never 
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really knew if they got our meaning, but we never really cared. 7he sound ofour self-

congratulatory laughter, which was as much a part of the line as the words themselves, 

was sufficient enough to insulate us against the enemy's perceptions. 

:hile we certainly were not the only /ewish boys at camp, we jealously guarded 

our joke as ifwe were. 4thers, like 7obin, were different from us: 7obin wore contact 

lenses and had so perfect an $ryan nose that we could not fathom anything short of 

genetic intervention. 7obin, we assured ourselves, had to be the product of a rich, old 

/ewish man and a trophy blonde who underwent an emergency conversion when she was 

six months pregnant to placate a broken-hearted mother-in-law. 1aturally, 7obin did not 

gravitate to our little circle. +e was drawn to other boys with small noses whose mothers 

didn't share our mothers' crippling fear that contact lenses could lead to nothing but 

painful and debilitating infections. :hen 7obin ate pork, we couldn't have cared less. 

:hen /onathan and . ate pork, we felt like revolutionaries. 

7here was no doubt, however, that at the end of eight weeks the revolution would 

end in sad defeat, and . would have to go back underground. 1o more eating trJLKmeat in 

the light ofday-. would have to sneak around with friends and lie to my parents. . was 

bracing myself: when camp ended, . wouldn't simply go home; . would encounter a 

paradigm shift. :hen my parents finally arrived at the end of the session, . was 

immediately disoriented. . sat in the backseat ofthe long, black, hearse-like, ;olvo 

station wagon longing for the free life ofmixing milk and meat, and guiltless )riday 

evenings, spending money and consuming electricity. . didn't speak. . listened 

halfheartedly to the stories as they rolled by on 157, and watched my frustrated father 

struggle to retune the signal as we headed south. 
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8uddenly, however, my state of longing was interrupted by a change of subject 

that resonated with my experience that summer. 7he conversation turned, as it inevitably 

does when /ews spend more than a few hours in a car together, to this survivor or that 

one, or to the +olocaust documentary someone had recently seen on 5%8. 7rue, . had 

very little academic knowledge of the +olocaust, but the one-liner which sustained my 

/ewish identity all summer long seemed to hit the nail right on the head. . sat behind my 

parents, waiting patiently for an appropriate time to make my contribution to the 

conversation; . rehearsed the line in my head, carefully cleaning up the language. :hen 

the conversation began to wind down, and my mother emitted a punctuating sigh, . 

decided to make my move. . squeezed my shoulders past my baby sister sleeping in the 

car-seat beside me, positioned my head in the space between the two front seats, and 

proudly declared: "7he 1azis sure were a bunch ofjerks. %ut boy they were snappy 

dressers." 

%ut the line didn't fit comfortably in my mouth without the expletives. 2aybe it 

was all those extra syllables that made the 1azis seem really, rJDlly nasty, but . 

immediately realized my line had not come off as convincingly as it had in camp. . felt 

my father take his foot off the gas pedal in astonishment, and my heart sank to my shorts; 

he took a deep breath and iQ a low, studied tone, told his son what he hoped he would 

never have to tell him. "/oshua," he said, "the +olocaust is not funny." 

4h, shit, . thought. AQ expertly skilled defense attorney, my father had the keen 

ability to make anyone he wished feel instantly like a witness for the prosecution. . had 

only been reunited with my family for a matter of hours, and . had already desecrated my 

heritage. 
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". really didn't mean anything by it," . tried to explain. ".t's just something that a 

few ofus thought was funny at camp." 

"7he +olocaust is nothing to laugh about," he said. "<ou need to think about how 

lucky you are. )o you know how close we all came to not being here$" 

%ut we DrJ here, . thought. . leaned my head against my sister's car seat, closed 

my eyes, and listened to several more hours' worth of stories roll by on the radio. 

ItJm �HD- 0877(9 An DHHount oKDn DppDrJntly GLsturGJG JJwLsK HKLlG
s GJspJrDtLon Kor 

sJHulDrLsm on KLs lDst GDy oKSunGDy SHKool+ DnG tKJ LnHomprJKJnsLGlJ GrJDm Lt 

suGsJquJntly LnspLrJs9 

)or seven years, every time . passed a church sign advertising its 8unday school, . 

both snickered and wept a little inside. 7he signs always read something like, "8unday 

8chool: 10:00 to 11:00" or "8unday 8chool: 9:00 to 10." *very once in a while . passed a 

church touting what must have seemed an interminable 10:00 to 11 :30. 2y synagogue 

did not have a sign, but if it did, it would have read, "8unday 8chool: 9:00 to 12:00." $s 

my mother drove me to this weekly sentence, . fantasized about being a gentile with one-

half to one-third the religious education. :hile . knew relatively little about &hristianity, 

. felt certain this had been /esus' greatest miracle. 

%ut today, . reminded myself, was different. 7oday was the last day of seventh 

grade 8unday school. :hile, for the other children, this meant two more years of 

8undays culminating in confirmation, . had successfully convinced my parents (i.e., 

thrown a sufficient number of tantrums) that . had other, secular interests which . 

deserved to pursue. .n just a few hours, 8unday school would be nothing but a memory. . 
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only had to endure what the teacher the week before assured us would be a very, very 

special opportunity. 

7hat year, the class spent most of its time trudging through a version of 1ucy 

)awidowisc's TKJ WDr AJDLnst tKJ JJws+ condensed to a tidy two hundred pages for 

young readers. :eek after week we learned ofnew, unfathomable atrocities. 7he goal of 

the class, it seemed, was to teach us to somehow shoulder a portion of these men and 

women's martyrdom; we could prevent another +olocaust from happening, the teacher 

promised us, but only ifwe "did not forget." +ow could we show we had not forgotten$ 

%y studying the +olocaust, talking about it, and listening to its survivors. $nd that was 

our privilege on this, the last day of seventh-grade 8unday school-to listen to the stories 

ofan actual survivor and have the opportunity to ask questions. 

. had seen 2rs. = around the synagogue for years, but . never dared speak to her. 

,s wasn't just her intimidating, stout figure and 5olish accent. 8he had also written a 

memoir for a major publishing house a few years earlier, and this fact made her stand out 

in our little circle as a sort of untouchable celebrity. :hen 2rs. = entered the classroom 

that day, the tension was palpable. :e weren't quite sure how to interpret the woman 

standing before us, how to gauge this living witness to the horrors which seemed so 

distant when confined to the pages of our books. :e had all sorts ofquestions we wanted 

desperately to ask, but first, the teacher reminded us, we had to listen: 2rs. = described 

how close she had come to losing her life, how she had hidden among the 1azis in 

5oland as a maid to party aristocracy, how every survivor had a different story, and how 

every story deserved to be heard. 
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:hen 2rs. = finished her address, the class took a collective breath, and the 

4&$ commenced: 

$ 8tudent: :hat was it like in the concentration camp$ 

2rs. =: . wasn't in the concentration camps. 

7he 7eacher: <ou weren't listening. 8he said nobody found out she was /ewish. 

$sk a question about tKDt-

$nother 8tudent: :ell, what was tKDt like$ 

2rs. =: ,s was very scary. . never knew what was going to happen. ,fanyone 

found out . was /ewish they would have rounded me up, put me on a train, and . could 

have ended up like six million others. . was very, very fortunate. 

<et $nother 8tudent: 8o, how did you keep your tattoo covered up$ 

2rs.=: ... 

7he 7eacher: :hat are you talking about$! 

7hat 8ame 8tudent: 2rs. = said she was lucky because no one found out she was 

/ewish. ,s seems like it would have been really hard to keep the number on her arm 

covered. 

7he 7eacher: 2rs. = doesn't have a tattoo on her arm. 1obody found out she was 

/ewish. 

2rs. =: 1o, no. 7hank *od-. never had to go through tKDt-

7he teacher sensed her class' disappointment in its guest speaker's lack of gore, and 

quickly commandeered the conversation. $s she and 2rs. = chatted, though, the class 

began its own hushed discussion surrounding the profound sense ofanticlimax it was 

presently experiencing. :hile most of the class pondered whether this heroine was 
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heroine enough, however, . remained in a state ofmeditative ambivalence. . distracted 

myself with mental images ofa freedom only moments away, and, before . knew it, it 

was time to go home for the last time. 8miling teachers said they would see me next year, 

and . assured them they were mistaken. 

7hat night, . lulled myself to sleep with the soothing strains of self-

congratulation: . was a modern, enlightened eighth-grader-to-be. . had managed, at least 

partially, to throw offthe shackles ofreligious obligation. .nstead ofsitting through yet 

another year of8unday 8chool, . could rehearse for a play or take a piano lesson. 

%ut something else also happened that night, something not at all uncommon 

since . began studying the +olocaust nine months earlier. .ts images rattled around my 

subconscious and produced an array of sometimes terrifying, sometimes sublime dreams 

in which my wits were tested against the might of the 7hird 7eich. .n my dream that 

night, . found myself first in a position no different from the one . was actually in. . was 

lying in bed asleep, quite contented, when my mother burst through the door, began 

flashing the lights on the fixture hanging from my ceiling fan, and ordered me to get 

under the bed. 

":hat's going on$" . asked sleepily. 

"*et under the bed," she screamed. "7hey're coming." 

. ran to the window, pulled the shade, and, as if . were a camera capturing a close-

up, fixated on what seemed like hundreds ofpairs of shiny boots storming my parents' 

meticulously landscaped front lawn. . looked behind me, and my mother was gone. . 

dove to the floor and attempted to flop my way beneath the bed frame. . couldn't fit. $s . 

dashed toward the closet, . heard the voices of the crowd below swell. . couldn't 
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understand many words, but . could make out FuJKrJr and HJLl HLtlJr- +itler, it 

somehow became apparent to me, was making the rounds with a gang of88 officers; he 

wanted to observe their efficiency in action. $nd these officers had chosen my house-

with its generously-sized rooms-as a comfortable spot for the )uhrer to watch them 

muscle the local /ewish population. 

. closed the closet door and turned off the light, which . always left on at night. . 

heard the stomps ofstorm troopers ascending the stairs. 7he steps grew closer and closer 

until they suddenly stopped. $fter a moment of excruciating silence, there was a knock at 

the closet door. . slowly turned the knob and, as the door creaked open, . saw an 

imposing blonde soldier with a pert, $ryan nose, black boots, and the armband that 

singlehandedly put all other armbands out of fashion. 

"&an . help you$" . asked, as if . had greeted an encyclopedia salesman, 

/ehovah's :itness, or $von lady. 

"=he )uhrer," he said, with the most staccato *erman accent, "vishes to see you." 

. shuddered in horror. $s the soldier stepped aside to reveal the man responsible 

for the near-annihilation of the /ewish people, . noticed something strange: ifl wasn't 

mistaken, this +itler seemed shorter and plumper than the +itler . had seen in 

photographs. . also didn't remember +itler wearing his hair in a bun. $s my eyes met this 

figure's gaze, . realized it wasn't the )uhrer at all. ,s was 2rs. =-with a small mascara 

moustache drawn perfectly in the center ofher upper lip. 

7hen . woke up. 
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7wenty years after . had marched out of 8unday 8chool for what . assured myself 

was the last time, . was back-this time batting for the other team. $nd as a teacher, . 

learned what . never could have known as a student: though it would appear that a /ewish 

8unday 8chool teacher's job is to teach, the task, . discovered, is far more subtle. 7ather, 

his job is to prevent the student, steeped in a secularism attractive because of its seeming 

ability to reveal certain truths beyond /udaism's grasp, from growing too resentful of 

anything and everything /ewish. 8hould a student actually learn something that allows 

her to interpret her world in a more meaningful way there is certainly reason to rejoice; 

but if she only makes it one more day without raising her hand and saying, ". believe this 

discussion is irrelevant," there is no less cause to celebrate. 8hould . be forced to confront 

such a charge in my own classroom, . could only honestly say one thing: ".'m not sure. 

<ou might prove correct. %ut please, hear me out anyway-if only for the sake of 

discussion." $nd such a statement could very well end a student's interest in /udaism. 

7his is why . learned to dread my weekly encounter with 2r.&at the temple 

threshold. 1ot because he was anything but an intelligent, thoughtful, friendly man, but 

because, in spite of all his loveliness, his children displayed distinct tendencies toward 

the contrary. <et they were not HomplJtJly disengaged, . told myself, so there was no 

need to jeopardize my relationship with them by burdening their father with the facts. 
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*very 8unday at noon brought a new exercise in restraint. .nvariably, 2r. & 

asked, "8o, how did the kids do today$" $nd invariably . responded, "/ust fine, 2r. &. 

/ust fine." 

%ut . could have said so much more. . could have described his son's unique 

ability to remain wholeheartedly engaged in his own conversation in spite of seemingly 

insurmountable interference from teachers wishing to engage him in their own. . could 

have explained to 0U. & that his daughter routinely displayed uncertainty as to whether 

she was in religious school or, in fact, in a GLrls GonJ WLlG video. %ut . didn't tell him 

any of these things. . sent his children on their way with a positive report, all the while 

hoping that next week would be the week . would finally capture their interest. 

7his rationale served me well for several months, but . soon tired of the game and 

began avoiding 2r. & altogether by developing the habit ofhaving to pee every 8unday 

morning at precisely two minutes ofnoon. 4ne day, though, as it was bound to happen, 

time marched on, . forgot . had to pee, and . suddenly found myself face-to-face, 

unprepared, with this father ofdelinquents. +e didn't open with his usual, "8o, how did 

the kids do today$" .nstead, the fact we had not spoken in so long necessitated something 

that gestured toward genuine conversation. 

"8o," he said, "did you see the documentary on 5%8 last night$" 

"1o, . missed it." 

+e took a deep breath, looked side-to-side, and in the gravest, confessional tone 

said, "<ou know, sometimes . get tired of it. . know it's important to keep talking about 

it, but there's so much more to being /ewish." 
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. felt the same way, but . was not in an environment in which . felt . could admit 

it. 1ot knowing what else to say, . reached for the nearest available platitude. ",s certainly 

seems a shame to define oneself in terms of tragedy." 

+is eyes widened. "7hat's good! &an . use that$ .'ll even give you credit." 

. was surprised and flattered by his reaction to my cliche. "1o credit necessary," . 

said. . was proud ofmyself. . had given someone a little food for thought, and . had 

avoided having to lie to that someone about his children. $s soon as the door closed 

behind the & family, . rushed to another teacher to present my ethical dilemma. . told her 

about the children's behavior, and how . felt . was ultimately doing them a favor by not 

discussing it with their father. 

"<ou think you're doing tKJm a favor$" she barked. "<ou're doing KLm the favor. 

+e can't handle it." . was confused. "7he chemotherapy," she whispered. "+e really 

can't handle the stress." 

. had no idea 2r.&had cancer. ,s seemed that, because . had excused myself to 

the bathroom every 8unday morning at 11 :58, . had missed the hushed discussion of his 

condition that took place every 8unday afternoon at 12:02. 

2y mind raced to the conversation that had occurred only two minutes earlier-

and . suddenly felt mortified. :here did . get the nerve, . wondered, to casually suggest 

to this man staring down his mortality that he ought to look for the silver lining$ . 

thought about what . had said. ".t seems a shame to define oneself in terms of tragedy." . 

went over it time after time in my head: did . say "oneself," or did . actually say 

yoursJlK
? . couldn't bear the possibility of "yourself'-that would be far too personal. . 
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left the synagogue that 8unday with the putrid taste of foot in my mouth, laid down for a 

nap, and dreamed ofdreading our next encounter. 

%y 11 :57 the following 8unday morning . decided that an 11 :58 trip to the 

restroom would amount to nothing short ofan act of cowardice. $t noon . began to look 

for 2r. & so . could offer my weekly assurance. . told myself it was entirely possible he 

thought nothing whatsoever about my comment; if our meeting by the door was acted out 

according to script, . needn't worry. . could rest assured . hadn't belittled a physical and 

psychological trial as unfathomable as that of the +olocaust he tired ofhearing. . braced 

for the worst, all the while telling myself . must be some kind ofegomaniac to imagine 

that anything . might have said in passing could have left an impression deep enough to 

warrant discussion a week later. 

:hen he walked through the door, . was immediately struck by physical details . 

had failed to notice the week before-that his once plump cheeks had yielded to the grey 

craters of chemotherapy and his once sturdy frame was holding up loose skin for want of 

appetite. 2r. & extended his frail hand. $s . shook it, . reminded myself once again of 

the best case scenario: an impersonal inquiry about his children's behavior and a swift 

exit. .nstead, he leaned toward me, smiled warmly, and said, "7hank you for not 

reminding me that .'m miserable." . didn't know what to say. $pparently, he told me, he 

appreciated everyone's concern, but had nonetheless grown very weary of it. +e wanted 

me to know how much he appreciated me not talking to him like a person who has 

cancer. 
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8ubject: ):): 5lease 7ead! 

2essage: 7his is a really hard email to see. . would not normally send something 

so sad, but . want to do my part to keep this information alive. 5lease send this on. 

<ou are preserving history. 7hanks, / 

. knew what was coming, and . did not want to open the attachment. . also knew, though, 

that this email would inevitably become a topic of conversation in my little sphere, and . 

had no other choice but to take a look. 

*ven before . clicked the file my mind flooded with images . had seen hundreds 

of times: mangled bodies littered across *erman and 5olish landscapes, limbs twisted in 

every direction, blank, lifeless eyes that no one cared to close. 8crambling for a 

distraction, . went to the kitchen and made a sandwich neither my appetite nor waistline 

needed. :hen . finished it, . forced myself back behind the desk, took a deep breath, and 

braced myself for the unfathomable violence . was about to once again witness. 

".78**28.25488.%1*.ppg." . clicked it. "4pen." . clicked it. %ut when the 5ower 

5oint presentation loaded, what . saw so shattered my expectations that, in spite ofmy 

father's insistence twenty years earlier that the +olocaust is not funny, . laughed louder 

than one generally does when there is no one else around to hear him. 7he email was rife 

with childlike errors. %ut what . first thought was funny quickly began to frighten me, 

partly because of the author's awkwardness, but mostly because the president of the 
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synagogue where . taught 8unday 8chool seemed so desperate for me to pass these errors 

on. 

8lide #1: $ color portrait of*isenhower dressed in army uniform, hands folded 

casually in his lap, smiling reassuringly like a saintly father-figure. 7he caption reads: 

"*eneral )wight ). *isenhower was right when he gave the order to make as many films 

and photographs." 

8lide #2: $ photograph of a heap ofcorpses, colorized like an old &ary *rant 

movie. 7he pile appears to be stacked at least six bodies high. 7he men at the top of the 

heap lay face up, backs unnaturally bent over the bodies below them, mouths gaping 

open, skin over ribs stretched as tightly as a drumhead. 7he caption makes a bold claim: 

"7he +olocaust took place exactly as planned nearly sixty years ago ... " 

8lide #3: $ photograph of concentration camp barracks stacked four tiers high. 

1iving corpses, only partially dressed, are pressed against each other like books on 

shelves. 8ome men smile and wave at the camera; others appear to be dead. $ naked, 

skeleton ofa man stands center covering his genitals with a garment wadded up in his 

hand. 7he caption: ",s is a historical fact to remember that, when the 8upreme 

&ommander of the $llied forces, *ral. ):.*+7 ). *.8*1+4:*7 found the victims 

of the concentration camps, ordered to have as many photographs taken, and had the 

german population of the surrounding cities taken to the concentration camps to see the 

H2RR2R, and in some cases had them bury the dead." 

8lide #4: $ photograph of a group ofmen, some in military uniforms, some in 

trenchcoats and fedoras, staring at a collection of bodies stacked waist-to-head on their 

backs like a row ofchildren going down a steep hill on a sled. 7he caption celebrates 
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*isenhower's discernment: "$nd the reason for this$ +e explained it this way; '7o 

collect as much prove, films testimonies, because the day will come when some 'son ofa 

bitch' will say that this never happened" 

8lide #5: $ photograph ofa grave containing hundreds ofbodies packed so 

tightly it is impossible to tell where one body ends and another begins. 7he caption 

attempts to quote *dmund %urke: "$ll that is needed for evil to succeed is, that decent 

human beings do nothing." (, looked up the quotation. .t actually reads, "$ll that is 

necessary for the triumph ofevil is that good men do nothing.") 

8lide #6: $ photograph ofbombed out buildings framing countless rows ofbody 

parts. 7he caption takes a new and unexpected turn: "7ecently '7he :nited .ingdom' 

erased the +olocaust from the %ritish 8chool &urriculum because it offended '7he 

2uslim 5opulation %eliefs' that the +olocaust never took place. <es, the :nited 

.ingdom." (. looked this one up, too. 7he +olocaust *ducational 7rust, a %ritish 

organization dedicated to promoting the +olocaust's place in the 1ational &urriculum 

issued this statement: "4ver the past weeks there have been a number ofrumours 

circulating via email regarding +olocaust education here in the :.. 7he emails suggest 

that the :. *overnment are removing +olocaust education from the 1ational 

&urriculum and that in general %ritish schools steer away from teaching what they might 

consider a 'controversial' subject. :e want to make it clear that our understanding is the 

+olocaust is and will continue to be on the 1ational &urriculum and therefore continue to 

be taught in all :. schools.") 

8lide #7: $ photograph ofanother row ofcorpses, this time dressed in prison 

uniforms. 7he caption warns the reader: "7his is an intimidating omen concerning the 
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fear that is affecting the world, and each country is allowing itself to be carried away too 

easily." &ontrary to a claim made in 8lide 2, the caption continues, "2ore than 60 yrs 

have passed since the end of:.:. ..." 

8lide #8: $ photograph of several /ewish men standing in line, hands in the air. 

7he men are apparently still in transit, as they are wearing suits, shoes, caps, and 

eyeglasses. .n the caption, the writer identifies the purpose ofhis project: "7his email is 

being sent as a reminder for all humanity, in memory of 6 million /ews, 20 million 

russians, 10 million christians, priests, murdered, slaughtered, raped, burnt, humiliated, in 

the meantime germany and russia had other priorities ...." 

8lide #9: $ photograph of at least twenty men, naked, heads shaven, standing 

against a fence. 8ome men stare at the camera; others stare blankly in front of them. 7heir 

ribs are as pronounced as the ribs of the dead in 8lide #2. 7he writer clarifies his agenda: 

"1ow more than ever, countries such as .ran amongst other, declare that '7he +olocaust 

is a myth'. ,s is 12W imperative to remind the world never to forget, ever." 7he caption 

continues, "7he purpose of this email is to have at least 40.000.000 people around the 

world say they have read it." 

8lide #10: $ photograph of two men lying side-by-side, head-to-toe on a stretcher 

on the ground next to a web ofbarbed wire. .t is unclear whether the men are living or 

dead. 7he caption implores the reader: "%e it one or more in this 'W2R/'-WI'( 

(0AI/ &HAI1' help spread this email all over the world. 5ls translate if necessary!!!!" 

8lide # 11: $ photograph of a large pile of twisted corpses being tidied by a man 

driving a large, motorized plough. 7he caption delivers the email's closing plea: ")o not 

erase it. .... <ou will only spend 1 minute ofyour time sending it." 
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7he end. 

. tried to locate the author's voice. . couldn't imagine an adult making all of these 

mistakes, so . conjured the image of a young teenager trying desperately to make sense of 

something impossible to make sense of: a /ewish teenager, . thought, who had worked 

hard to prove to some harried 8unday 8chool teacher how dedicated he was to /udaism. 

7hen . wondered how . would react if . was that harried 8unday 8chool teacher. 

:ould . have been put off by the email ifl was the one this child was trying to please$ 

:ould . have pointed out all ofthe errors$ :ould . have told him that in his effort to 

dispel fear of/udaism, he was spreading fear of .slam$ 4r, would . have simply been 

delighted to see one ofmy students identify so strongly with his people-and let the rest 

of it go$ 

%efore long, . found myself becoming friends with this hypothetical figure. . 

imagined reminding him that, according to /ewish 1aw, an open casket funeral desecrates 

the memory of the dead. . imagined asking him ifhe thought the photographs of these 

corpses overshadowed the lives of those that once inhabited them. . imagined telling him 

that of all the things we must remember about the +olocaust, one of the most important is 

a fact . often forget myself: that +itler is dead, but the /ewish people are not. $nd ifwe 

allow the fear he planted in our cultural consciousness to mold us, we are allowing his 

legacy to thrive. 

. recalled the synagogue president's call to action: ". would not normally send 

something so sad, but . want to do my part to keep this information alive. 5lease send this 

on. <ou are preserving history." TKLs history, however, as twisted and fetishized as the 

bodies in the photographs, . knew . could not pass on. 1evertheless, . resolved to save 
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the email, to open it up every once in a while, and have an imaginary chat with my 

imaginary friend. :ith his help, perhaps, . will be able to remember what . must 

remember, and remember what . ought to forget. 
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	/ewish 1iterature, in spite ofthe seemingly obvious implications ofthe term itself, proves enormously difficult to define. 1iterary historian 2ichael 5. .ramer, who traces the genesis ofthis discussion to 1eopold =unz's watershed program of WLssJnsHKDKt GJs JuGJntums+ which was among the first efforts to reconceive historical understandings of /ewish culture along *uropean *nlightenment lines, finds early consensus among scholars attempting to answer the question, ":hat is /ewish literature$" 7he answer was
	/ewish 1iterature, in spite ofthe seemingly obvious implications ofthe term itself, proves enormously difficult to define. 1iterary historian 2ichael 5. .ramer, who traces the genesis ofthis discussion to 1eopold =unz's watershed program of WLssJnsHKDKt GJs JuGJntums+ which was among the first efforts to reconceive historical understandings of /ewish culture along *uropean *nlightenment lines, finds early consensus among scholars attempting to answer the question, ":hat is /ewish literature$" 7he answer was
	relations ofthe two"; for +ana :irth-1esher, the persistence ofthe question merely 

	indicates the fact it will never be answered satisfactorily (.ramer 288). .ramer 
	ultimately concludes, however, that such ambiguity only distracts from the burning 
	dilemma underlying the question, ":hat is /ewish 1iterature$" $nd that dilemma revolves around the often even more urgent problem ofidentifying precisely who is /ewish. 
	.n WKo Is D JJw? 2eryl +yman conducts interviews with a series ofboth geographically and denominationally disparate rabbis and theologians surrounding their understanding ofher /ewish status. 7he child ofa /ewish father and a non-/ewish mother, she is not considered /ewish by traditional law, which tracks status matrilineally. +yman, however, claims a /ewish identity by virtue ofthe 1983 paper published by the &entral &onference of$merican 7abbis, the rabbinic association of$merican 7eform /udaism, which ru
	7ubin 
	3 

	all-the-more important biases ofthose engaged in the discussion (.ramer 342). 7he plurality ofanswers to the question, ":hat is /ewish literature$" only indicates the necessity ofall ofthem. 7he question is not unanswerable, as :irth-1esher suggests; rather, critics ought to ask a different question: ":hat is the literature ofthose people who consider themselves /ews$" :hile the difference between the two questions may seem unmanageably subtle, the latter is, perhaps, far easier to answer because it require
	)or generic purists, these essays are works of/ewish 2emoir. 7his label, however, both oversimplifies their relationship with a far broader canon of/ewish writing, fiction and nonfiction, and underestimates the complexity ofthe term /ewish 2emoir, itself. *ver since the early 1960s, when the self-imposed silence of+olocaust survivors began to dissipate, the /ewish memoir pDr JxHJllJnHJ has remained the +olocaust narrative; and while many ofthese works are ofunfathomable value to both the /ewish people and t
	)or generic purists, these essays are works of/ewish 2emoir. 7his label, however, both oversimplifies their relationship with a far broader canon of/ewish writing, fiction and nonfiction, and underestimates the complexity ofthe term /ewish 2emoir, itself. *ver since the early 1960s, when the self-imposed silence of+olocaust survivors began to dissipate, the /ewish memoir pDr JxHJllJnHJ has remained the +olocaust narrative; and while many ofthese works are ofunfathomable value to both the /ewish people and t
	contemporary /ewish memoirists have had to contend with a nearly sacrosanct status quo and, as a result, look largely outside their own genre for guidance. 

	5erhaps the most sublime example ofresistance to the paradigm ofhigh drama which has dominated /ewish memoir for the past fifty years is MDus9 A SurvLvor.s TDlJ+ completed in 1991, in which $rt 8piegelman recasts the /ews as anthropomorphic mice pursued by *erman cats in conflict with $merican dogs, 7ussian bears, and %ritish fish. 7he 5ulitzer 5rize-winning graphic novel skillfully reconciles 8piegelman's father's "high drama" memories ofsurviving the +olocaust and the "ordinary" but complex relationship b
	:hat MDus accomplishes formally, $lan .aufman's 2000 memoir, JJw Boy+ accomplishes stylistically, simultaneously paying tribute to the high drama paradigm and suggesting a formula for those memoirists wishing to transcend it. :hile the book 
	:hat MDus accomplishes formally, $lan .aufman's 2000 memoir, JJw Boy+ accomplishes stylistically, simultaneously paying tribute to the high drama paradigm and suggesting a formula for those memoirists wishing to transcend it. :hile the book 
	examines the legacy of growing up the child of+olocaust survivors, it is also very funny, and the subject acts as a backdrop against which .aufman may address such "ordinary" issues as alcoholism, drug addiction, and homelessness. +is eventual reunion with a broader /ewish community and its narratives, however, is where .aufman finds his sanction to write. .n the book's epilogue .aufman reflects on his visit to a concentration camp and the +olocaust's legacy for those too young to have experienced it: "7his

	,s is .aufman's model that "+olocaust *xhibit" strives to emulate in suggesting that /ews' overemphasis oftheir victimhood vis-a-vis the +olocaust has had destructive psychological, political, and theological consequences. "+itler is no more. %ut we still suffer his evil legacy, and refuse to be comforted," writes .sraeli politician $vraham %urg in his 2008 politico-theological tract cum memoir TKJ HoloHDust Ls OvJr: WJ Must RLsJ From Its AsKJs- ",s was easy for +itler to take our lives away from us, and it
	,s is .aufman's model that "+olocaust *xhibit" strives to emulate in suggesting that /ews' overemphasis oftheir victimhood vis-a-vis the +olocaust has had destructive psychological, political, and theological consequences. "+itler is no more. %ut we still suffer his evil legacy, and refuse to be comforted," writes .sraeli politician $vraham %urg in his 2008 politico-theological tract cum memoir TKJ HoloHDust Ls OvJr: WJ Must RLsJ From Its AsKJs- ",s was easy for +itler to take our lives away from us, and it
	any effort to comprehend the tragedies ofthe +olocaust is doomed to failure, and in this admission ofignorance is the possibility ofnew beginnings. .n the fourth and final segment of"+olocaust *xhibit," the narrator is confronted with an offensive, poorly written chain-email which exalts the martyrdom of+olocaust victims by spreading mistruths about .slam. 7rying to make sense ofthe email's logic, he conjures an imaginary author who is /ewish, young, ignorant, and very enthusiastic. 7he narrator, however, q

	,fhumor is one ofthe chief signifiers ofthe humility demanded ofpost-high drama paradigm authors, emerging /ewish memoirists are arguably as much indebted to the tradition of such writers and performers as 1eil 8imon, :oody $llen, /ack %enny, /erry 8einfeld, and 8id &aesar as they are to the tradition of/ewish 2emoir itself. .n his essay, ":hy /ews 1augh at 7hemselves," +illel +alken traces the emergence ofmodem /ewish humor to the nineteenth century *erman-/ewish writer and convert to &hristianity, +einric
	,fhumor is one ofthe chief signifiers ofthe humility demanded ofpost-high drama paradigm authors, emerging /ewish memoirists are arguably as much indebted to the tradition of such writers and performers as 1eil 8imon, :oody $llen, /ack %enny, /erry 8einfeld, and 8id &aesar as they are to the tradition of/ewish 2emoir itself. .n his essay, ":hy /ews 1augh at 7hemselves," +illel +alken traces the emergence ofmodem /ewish humor to the nineteenth century *erman-/ewish writer and convert to &hristianity, +einric
	/ewishness itself in light oftheir experiences with secularism. 7he tradition begun by +eine, +alken writes, was inherited by 8holom $leichem, whose <iddish stories examined the impact ofthe *uropean *nlightenment on sKtJtl society; eventually it was passed to the %orscht %elt comedians, whose comedy often lay in the juxtaposition of "old country" customs, accents, and mannerisms with $merican expectations. 2ost recently, the same themes have surfaced in the comedy of such performers as /on 8tewart and 8ara

	.n literary circles, this tension has largely been inherited by writers of/ewish fiction, writes 8ylvia %arack )ishman, who have adopted the practice of"quilting together dissonant experiences, revealing the seams and fault lines, and sometimes shining a spotlight on them" (149). "&ircumcision and .ts )iscontents" and "+olocaust *xhibit," therefore, are arguably more indebted to the tradition of /ewish fiction, particularly the short story, with its successful marriage of serious subject matter, humor, and 
	.n literary circles, this tension has largely been inherited by writers of/ewish fiction, writes 8ylvia %arack )ishman, who have adopted the practice of"quilting together dissonant experiences, revealing the seams and fault lines, and sometimes shining a spotlight on them" (149). "&ircumcision and .ts )iscontents" and "+olocaust *xhibit," therefore, are arguably more indebted to the tradition of /ewish fiction, particularly the short story, with its successful marriage of serious subject matter, humor, and 
	collection of short stories, Enormous CKDnJJs Dt tKJ LDst MLnutJ+ *race 5aley introduces the aptly named, semi-autobiographical )aith )arwin to explore the complexities that arise when a /ewish upbringing meets an evolving political consciousness. .n ")aith in a 7ree," )arwin announces her understanding ofhumanity's relationship to the )ivine, nurtured in a /ewish-8ocialist milieu: 

	. don't believe civilization can do a lot more than educate a person's senses. ,fit's truth and honor you want to refine, . think the /ews have some insight. 2ake no images, imitate no *od. $fter all, in +is field, the graphic arts, +e is pre-eminent. 7hen let that 4ne who made the tan deserts and the blue ;an $llen belt and the green mountains of1ew *ngland be in charge of%eauty, which +e obviously understands, and let man, who was full of forgiveness at /erusalem, and full of survival at 7roy, let man be 
	:hile )aith's theology is far from traditional, ascribing a force for redemption typically associated with *od to humanity, it is no less a consequence of/ewish consciousness. 7ather than deconstructing traditional /udaism, 5aley realigns its imperatives from satisfying an intangible being to bettering the human condition; through )aith )arwin, feminism, pacifism, and humanism emerge as unquestionably /ewish values. 
	8imilarly, in )avid %ezmozgis' short story collection NDtDsKD+ 2ark %erman reenacts many ofthe author's experiences as a 7ussian-/ewish immigrant in 7oronto, and explores the intricacies of/ewish existence with both true reverence and a keen eye for irony. .n "2inyan," the final story ofthe collection, %ezmozgis encapsulates his protagonist's relationship with /udaism. %erman, who accompanies his grandfather to 8abbath services at a retirement home populated exclusively by /ews to make the mLnyDn+ the quoru
	8imilarly, in )avid %ezmozgis' short story collection NDtDsKD+ 2ark %erman reenacts many ofthe author's experiences as a 7ussian-/ewish immigrant in 7oronto, and explores the intricacies of/ewish existence with both true reverence and a keen eye for irony. .n "2inyan," the final story ofthe collection, %ezmozgis encapsulates his protagonist's relationship with /udaism. %erman, who accompanies his grandfather to 8abbath services at a retirement home populated exclusively by /ews to make the mLnyDn+ the quoru
	each case, the motivation was not tradition but history" (134). )or %ezmozgis, /udaism is something that demands preservation, but an integral part ofthat effort is an honest assessment ofthe ways in which /ews' attachments to /udaism have changed. +istory, in the world ofNDtDsKD+ is a far more powerful and palpable source ofinspiration than any supernatural force-a fact which, as %ezmozgis powerfully suggests, ought to be celebrated rather than maligned. 

	:orks such as NDtDsKD and Enormous CKDnJJs Dt tKJ LDst MLnutJ+ characterized by a sense ofunrepentant individuality and a willingness to diffuse the tension surrounding sometimes sensitive subjects with humor, are arguably greater indicators of the future of/ewish memoir than /ewish memoir itself. 8ignificantly, memoirists have been forced to find inspiration outside ofthe genre because it has largely failed-albeit with notable exceptions-to remain at the cutting edge of"secular progress." $n issue such as 
	:orks such as NDtDsKD and Enormous CKDnJJs Dt tKJ LDst MLnutJ+ characterized by a sense ofunrepentant individuality and a willingness to diffuse the tension surrounding sometimes sensitive subjects with humor, are arguably greater indicators of the future of/ewish memoir than /ewish memoir itself. 8ignificantly, memoirists have been forced to find inspiration outside ofthe genre because it has largely failed-albeit with notable exceptions-to remain at the cutting edge of"secular progress." $n issue such as 
	explanation. &onsequently, much contemporary /ewish writing confronting homosexuality reads more like self-help or theology than literature. *ven 1ev 7aphael's collection ofshort memoirs, WrLtLnJ D JJwLsK LLKJ+ which is radical in comparison to TwLHJ BlJssJG and WrJstlLnJ WLtK GoG & MJn for its unapologetic embrace ofthe ordinary lives ofgay /ews, is infused with a far too self-conscious sense ofcatharsis to be taken entirely seriously. 7hough, quite interestingly, the author discusses his experiences growi

	.n spite ofthe fact that, at the moment, /ewish memoir may not be living entirely up to its potential, "&ircumcision and .ts )iscontents" and "+olocaust *xhibit" nevertheless emerge as a part ofa broader memoir boom which has wrestled autobiography away from figures that seem to either embody ivory tower greatness or extraordinary peculiarity. 7ather, 7ristine 7ainer writes in Your LLKJ Ds Story+ the contemporary memoir movement recognizes that "although each ofus gets a different life story-a different pie
	%ecause ofits nonlinearity, however, the segmented essay poses particular challenges iQ terms ofdramatic structure because it often lacks an overt "desire line" on which cause and effect may be easily demarcated (7ainer 68). .n the segmented essay, the climax must work in many directions: not only must it unite the essay's disparate 
	%ecause ofits nonlinearity, however, the segmented essay poses particular challenges iQ terms ofdramatic structure because it often lacks an overt "desire line" on which cause and effect may be easily demarcated (7ainer 68). .n the segmented essay, the climax must work in many directions: not only must it unite the essay's disparate 
	segments as a whole, it must also act within the dramatic structure ofthe individual segment. .n "+olocaust *xhibit," for example, each ofthe four segments attempts its own miniature, but complete, dramatic structure. ,f, as 7ainer writes, climax is "the scene in the conclusion where something dies so something can live," four things die so four things can live in "+olocaust *xhibit" (74). .n the first segment, perceived liberty dies in favor ofperceived oppression; in the second, religiosity cedes to secul

	.n attempting to create a cohesive whole out ofmany different parts, voice, perhaps, is the chief signifier ofunity. .n TKJ SLtuDtLon DnG tKJ Story+ ;ivian *ornick writes that the many authors whose work she analyzes "might not 'know' themselves-that is, have no more self-knowledge than the rest ofus-but in each case-and this is crucial-they know who they are Dt tKJ momJnt oKwrLtLnJ" (30). .n composing the essays for this project, it was no small challenge making certain that the various segments were narra
	.n attempting to create a cohesive whole out ofmany different parts, voice, perhaps, is the chief signifier ofunity. .n TKJ SLtuDtLon DnG tKJ Story+ ;ivian *ornick writes that the many authors whose work she analyzes "might not 'know' themselves-that is, have no more self-knowledge than the rest ofus-but in each case-and this is crucial-they know who they are Dt tKJ momJnt oKwrLtLnJ" (30). .n composing the essays for this project, it was no small challenge making certain that the various segments were narra
	uncharacteristic, pseudo-philosophic tone. ,Q a draft ofthe seventh segment, for example, as the narrator ponders the modem structure ofthe temple he passes every, he explains that it "was designed to make people think that /ews were enthusiastic participants in modernity, but I was modernity, and . felt certain the synagogue had no space for me," when such a statement is entirely too lacking in subtlety for a voice which seems to pride itself on its eye for irony. "2ost essayists," writes 8cott 7ussell 8an

	)inally, and most obviously, memoir is inescapably linked with memory-and memory, as many have found to their chagrin, is inescapably linked with fiction. $nyone writing memoir is confronted with the tremendous responsibility ofaccurately portraying their stories, in spite ofthe fact that many details may be lost to time. :hile gathering the facts is absolutely crucial, 2imi 8chwartz writes, memoir distinguishes itself from other genres ofnonfiction in that it privileges "emotional truth" over literal truth
	7ubin 14 is this movement toward valuing the truth ofthe individual in which "&ircumcision and .ts )iscontents" and "+olocaust *xhibit" hope to participate. 
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	4ne look at my nose should have told him . was /ewish. %ut 7abbi *ettinger was interested in quite another part ofmy body-and what had or had not been done to it when . was eight days old. 4n /anuary 6, 1976, no giddy extended family members gathered at my parents' home to witness the dexterity ofa uniquely qualified religious professional; there were no blintzes, kugels, bagels, celebratory 2azel 7ovs, or wine-soaked strips ofgauze for my newborn mouth to suckle. 7here was only the cold, secular snip-snip-
	-

	"8o, .'m not /ewish$" . asked my father. )or a moment, the possibility seemed strangely liberating. %ut then . thought of the tortures . had suffered for seven years at the 
	"8o, .'m not /ewish$" . asked my father. )or a moment, the possibility seemed strangely liberating. %ut then . thought of the tortures . had suffered for seven years at the 
	hands ofthe rabbis ofthe 8outh %end +ebrew )ay 8chool and decided . deserved a party. 

	".t's not that you're not /ewish," my father reassured me. "4f course you're /ewish. .t's just that when you were born, you didn't have a proper GrLs-7abbi *ettinger needs us to make it right." 
	. had no idea what to say. *ven with an underdeveloped, prepubescent understanding of anatomy, . knew there was nothing left to cut off. 7esigned to my strange fate, . looked helplessly up at my father. "8o what's going to happen$" 
	+e sat down, looked straight into my eyes, and strained to produce a smile. "/ust a little prick, /oshua. /ust a little prick." 
	7hus begins )avid's /ewish education: 
	4ne evening in third grade, after his mother, exhausted from her schedule as a fiercely determined nursing student, home health care worker, waitress, and woodworker, falls hopelessly asleep, )avid is left in solitude to ponder his sense of self. ":ell, . guess .'m a little chubbier than the other kids," he tells himself. "$nd my mother spends an awful lot oftime at work. $nd we seem to eat a lot of one-pot-tuna-casserole and peanutbutter-and-jelly sandwiches." +e stares into the mirror seeing nothing but a
	-

	"8hit," he mutters, realizing it would prove particularly difficult, considering the family's circumstances, to pilfer enough money from his mother's purse to finance a 
	"8hit," he mutters, realizing it would prove particularly difficult, considering the family's circumstances, to pilfer enough money from his mother's purse to finance a 
	re1magmmg. "8hit" is a word )avid hears his uncle use and, although he doesn't really know what it means, he knows it comes in handy at moments like these. 

	.n sheer frustration he throws his arms into the air. $s they come down with a smack on the crown ofhis head, )avid suddenly feels the solution at his fingertips: a nice haircut. $ nice haircut would make him a new man. *mpowered, he reaches for the scissors he often sees his mother use to coax her bangs into the perfect curve, slips his fingers through the cold steel rings, and begins to sculpt himself. ,Q his glee, however, delicate snips quickly become vigorous thwacks. %efore long, the top of)avid's hea
	"8hit," he mutters again, this time remembering something else he learned from his uncle: ifyou don't have any hair, no one will ever know ifyou wear a baseball cap. ,s must be true, )avid thinks. $fter all, he's heard his uncle argue about it so many times. 
	7he next morning, )avid boards the bus a confident boy, and everything goes precisely according to plan-until the school bus stops for /ama 2c*uiness, )avid's chieftormenter and unrelenting know-it-all. .mmediately, she spots the hat on his head and delights iQ the looming violation ofschool policy. /ama plops herself in the seat next to )avid and proudly proclaims, "<ou know you can't wear that hat in school." 
	". don't care." 
	"7ake it off," /ama demands. 
	"NR." 
	"7ake it off!" 
	"NR!" 
	"7$.* .7 4))!" 
	". &$1'7 7$.* .7 4))," )avid screams. 
	":hat do you mean, you HDn t take it off$" 
	". can't take it off," )avid says, reaching for the most plausible explanation at his disposal, "because .'m /ewish, and . have to keep my head covered." /ama, for the first time since she has made )avid's acquaintance, is speechless. 
	:hen )avid gets to school, however, the hat provokes precisely the response /ama had predicted. :hen his teacher, 2rs. :heeler, spots the contraband, she demands an explanation-and )avid offers the same one. 
	":hat are you talking about$" she snaps. "<ou're not /ewish. :here did you hear tKDt?" 
	)avid tells 2rs. :heeler about his mother's fifth job: on the weekends, she has a lucrative sideline as a &her impersonator. 7his past weekend, he had followed her to a gig at a %ar 2itzvah, hobnobbed with people who looked just like 2ichael /ackson and 4prah :infrey, and had an altogether terrific time. 
	"7hat doesn't make you /ewish," 2rs. :heeler says. 
	"%ut . am," )avid insists. 
	"1o you're not. <ou can't be /ewish. <our KDmLly.s not /ewish." 
	". don't understand. :hy can't people just say what they want to be-and then be it$" 
	". don't understand. :hy can't people just say what they want to be-and then be it$" 
	. couldn't bear to open the prayer book. .t seemed absurd: my father wanted me to study like crazy for a ceremony . still was not yet entitled to. $ year earlier, . had looked into my father's strained smile and agreed to toe the 4rthodox party line, but by now, . had decided . wanted out. 7o my secret delight, the subject ofmy impending BDr MLtzvDK had begun to incite arguments between my parents, always from a predictable grab bag of topics: the guest list, the centerpieces, the merits ofa buffet versus t

	4ne afternoon, in the midst oftheir squabbling, . marched downstairs with a well-rehearsed line certain to communicate my dissatisfaction with the situation: ". do not want to have my BDr MLtzvDK at +igh 8treet," . announced, ". want to have it at 8inai." 
	8uddenly, my parents fell silent. . had broached a subject far more complicated than herring and kuJJ.9 the local 4rthodox congregation, located on +igh 8treet, was the intended setting ofmy %ar 2itzvah; 8inai was a synagogue where we also held membership-until it joined the &onservative movement, abolished separate seating, and permitted women to lead prayers. .n the religious culture my father had constructed for our family, a BDr MLtzvDK at 8inai 8ynagogue would have amounted to little more than heresy. 
	"TKDt+" my father bellowed, "is absolutely out ofthe question." 
	":hy$" . pleaded. "$t 8inai, . wouldn't feel like everyone was looking at me." 
	"<ou're right," my father snapped. "7hey wouldn't be looking at you. .n fact, no one there bothers to pay attention to the service at all. 7hey're too busy talking to each 
	other.
	" 

	"%ut ifl have my %ar 2itzvah at 8inai," . said, "then . won't have to do ...what . have to do." 
	%ut that conversation had ended a year ago. 7here was no doubt . would have to "convert." .t didn't matter that to those &onservatives heretics at 8inai . was already /ewish-as-/ewish-could-be; after all, my parents were /ewish, and the body part in question had been undeniably operated upon. .t didn't matter that, at 8inai, this whole thing was a non issue. :hat mattered was that, at +igh 8treet, it was the central one. 
	$nd then my father issued the final word on the matter. ". will not let anyone," he whispered through trembling lips, "tell me that my son is not /ewish." 
	. had no choice: . would have to appear before a panel of three rabbis who would test my /ewish knowledge in spite ofthe fact . had studied for five years at the 8outh %end +ebrew )ay 8chool. . would have to go to a MoKJl who would symbolically draw a single drop ofblood in spite ofthe fact that the bit offlesh that men in his profession are accustomed to excising had been removed many years before. :ith a dip in a ritual bath and a few +ebrew blessings, . would have to become /ewish, in spite ofthe fact th
	"/ust a little prick, )avid," the rabbi at 8inai 8ynagogue assures )avid. "/ust a little prick." )avid presses past an instinctual grimace, looks to me, and smiles in anticipation ofthe culmination ofover two years ofstudy and bacon cheeseburger deprivation. 7abbi )riedland smiles, too, because, the only thing left to do before scheduling a trip to a synagogue in &hicago equipped to accommodate )avid's conversion is to prepare him 
	"/ust a little prick, )avid," the rabbi at 8inai 8ynagogue assures )avid. "/ust a little prick." )avid presses past an instinctual grimace, looks to me, and smiles in anticipation ofthe culmination ofover two years ofstudy and bacon cheeseburger deprivation. 7abbi )riedland smiles, too, because, the only thing left to do before scheduling a trip to a synagogue in &hicago equipped to accommodate )avid's conversion is to prepare him 
	for the sort ofrabbinical inquisition he might expect before the prick and the dip are given the go-ahead. 1ot wanting to feel left out, . also smile. %ut mostly because neither ofthem knows what . am thinking. 

	. am thinking about how much . hate the word "foreskin." $nd . am thinking about how .'ve only seen it in pictures, but . have the same startled reaction to it that . have when . am channel surfing and accidentally land on a program documenting open-heart surgery or a wild beast devouring its prey. 
	. am thinking about the extraordinary sense ofcompleteness . experienced when )avid rolled over on his stomach and . first discovered the 8tar of)avid tattooed on his left shoulder. $nd . am thinking about the fact that . am not thinking about the fact that . hate tattoos. 
	. am thinking about what my father might have thought about this whole situation had he only lived to see it. $nd . am thinking he would have rather had a gay /ew for a son than a straight gentile. 
	$s . sit there thinking, )avid dutifully answers the rabbi's questions about laws and customs, the TorDK+ and what it expects ofhim. 7hough his mouth performs on cue, . know exactly what he is thinking: 
	+e is thinking that /ews have an awfully peculiar way ofsaying hello. $nd he is thinking what a good thing it is that he was circumcised by a doctor in a hospital, because the alternative to "a little prick" is not a possibility a twenty-eight-year-old man accustomed to a particular anatomical status quo enjoys entertaining. 
	+e is thinking about the conversation he had with my father on his deathbed when he barely knew what /udaism was. $nd he is thinking about my father's admonition: ")on't let /oshua flush 4,000 years ofhistory down the toilet." 
	+e is thinking about how fortunate he is to have found a partner so willing to share his heritage. $nd he is thinking about how long it took his partner to appreciate it. 
	$nd . sit contentedly by, relieved that . know what he is thinking. 
	2y father's day-glow )ord )iesta. 185 miles. 2ilwaukee. 8mall brick synagogue. :p a half-flight of stairs. *xposed fluorescent bulbs. 7hree rabbis behind a folding table swaying and combing their long beards with their fingers. 
	"+ello," . said. 7he swaying stopped. 
	"7ell me," one ofthem said, ":ho are the patriarchs$" 
	"$braham, .saac, and /acob." 
	8waying. &ombing. 1ooking to each other for silent cues. 
	")ine, then," another said. ":hat will your +ebrew name be$" 
	"YJKosKuD ELtDn+" . replied. ,s was the one by which . had always been called. 
	5aperwork. 5ointing. )own a full flight ofstairs. 8hower. 2ildew. MoKJl-$ little prick. $ sip ofwine. 7hree dunks in the mLkvJK-7hree +ebrew blessings. MDzJ! tov- 
	$s my conversion ended, . thought . should have given my father the fight he so artfully dodged. 7he procedure was not painful--or even scary or embarrassing or degrading. %ut it was meaningless, at least for me. 1eaving, . felt no more a /ew than . did when . arrived. ,s did not change the fact that for years . had walked to the synagogue 
	$s my conversion ended, . thought . should have given my father the fight he so artfully dodged. 7he procedure was not painful--or even scary or embarrassing or degrading. %ut it was meaningless, at least for me. 1eaving, . felt no more a /ew than . did when . arrived. ,s did not change the fact that for years . had walked to the synagogue 
	on 8aturday mornings, studied +ebrew, and dutifully refrained from eating non-kosher meat. ,s also did not change the fact that, for some time, these motions which should have made me unquestionably /ewish had grown almost as meaningless as the ceremony . just endured. 

	%y then, it was more than the seemingly senseless ritual that pushed me away. ,s was the fact that once, in response to the obstinacy . so often displayed in the months leading up to it, my father once said, "8o tell me what you're going to do when you fall in love with a woman and the rabbi says you can't get married because you're not /ewish." .t was that, coupled with the fact that whenever the rabbis at the 8outh %end +ebrew )ay 8chool descended into an extended exploration of certain 1evitical prohibit
	$s we pile into my ancient 2ercedes %enz, )avid's nascent /ewish self, just hours away from being granted official status, cannot help but note the irony. 
	"%oy," he says. ":hat a way to stick it to +itler." 
	":hat do you mean$" . ask. . get the joke, but . am prepared to be delighted by the explanation. 
	",f+itler thought 2ercedes was going to make cars to deliver &hristians to /ewish conversions, he wouldn't have fucking bothered." +e shakes his head in my direction. "+itler," he adds. ":hat a dick." 
	. pull his hand toward my cheek, kiss it, and place it on my thigh. . am every bit as delighted by the explanation as . expected to be. . am so delighted, in fact, that my natural inclination to panic whenever things seem too perfect suddenly kicks in. :hat will happen ifhe goes before the panel ofrabbis and they tell him he isn't fit to join the club$ :hat could this do to our relationship$ 8ure, it was his idea to convert, but what about all ofthe times .'ve said, ".'m so excited to spend the rest ofmy li
	. tug on )avid's shirtsleeve. ":hy are you converting$" . frantically ask. +e is obviously thrown by my change in tone. 
	":hat$" 
	":ho are the patriarchs$" . ask desperately. 
	"W+AT?" 
	":ho are the patriarchs$!" 
	":mm...$braham, .saac, and /acob." 
	"*ood. 1ow what are the five books ofthe TorDK?" 
	W+AAAT?.
	. stop asking and start demanding. 1o more 0U. 1ice /ew. "7ell me the five books ofthe 7orah!" 
	"*enesis..." 
	"7ight." 
	"*xodus..." 
	"7ight." 
	")euteronomy...$" 
	. am forced to confess . have absolutely no idea. 
	:hen . was 21, . moved to $sheville, 1orth &arolina to live in the mountains and have an existential crisis. .nitially, . was attracted to the :nitarian :niversalists. 7hey believed iQ everything. $ %uddhist lesbian could shack up with a +indu transsexual and raise =oroastrian children-and they could all go to the same church. %efore long, though, everything was not enough. 
	1ext, . made the acquaintance of some 4uakers. 7hey believed in /esus, but they weren't loud about it. ,Q fact, they weren't loud about anything. . was delighted; . couldn't possibly feel threatened by a silent liturgy. %efore long, though, nothing was entirely too much. 
	4nce . dropped in on the %aha'i. . was drawn to them because . wasn't sure which syllable oftheir name to emphasize. . don't think . ever found out. *very time . left my apartment for a service at a church, meetinghouse, or center, however, . had to walk down :alnut 8treet past 7emple %eth-*l. .n fact, . passed 
	7emple %eth-*l wherever . went: to work, to the food co-op, to the bar with the incredible .rish music. . often stopped in front of it, but . always walked on-until one evening, several years later, when the telephone rang, and . heard my mother's voice speaking in a tone . had never heard before. 
	"&ancer," she said. ")addy has cancer." 
	. didn't know what to say. . had assumed that my father would always be alive and well and raising an eyebrow at my unrelenting religious rebelliousness. 7hat's how . knew he was there. . felt his presence when . sensed his skepticism. 
	:hen . hung up the telephone, . walked down the street, stood in front of the temple, thought about my father, and thought about going inside. . thought about it for so long, in fact, that pretty soon . had to use the restroom. 7his was the perfect excuse, . thought. %ut as . collected the courage to heed nature's call, the doors flew open and the crowd gathered inside spilled out onto the street; . made my way into the temple against the stream ofcongregants, found the restroom, and left again, without say
	$s the +igh +olidays neared, however, . began telling myself with ever increasing frequency that . needed to go to temple to participate, not to pee. :hen RosK HDsKDnDK *ve arrived, . forced myself out my apartment door, trembling with greater anticipation than . had experienced at my %ar 2itzvah when . got up to recite the service . had not practiced enough. $t least, then, . had recently been in a synagogue. %ut now, it seemed entirely new; apart from the odd wedding or funeral, . hadn't set foot in one f
	$s . opened the temple door, . heard the cacophonous roar ofold friend
	s 

	exchanging greetings, new members making introductions, sisterhood ladies demanding 
	to see people's tickets
	-

	8hit. . had completely forgotten about tickets. $nd even if. hadn't, . had no money to pay the exorbitant prices temples typically charged. $s . approached the table where a suspicious woman sat poised to finger freeloaders, . prepared myself for what was, perhaps, the most assertive act . have ever performed in a synagogue. 
	". don't have a ticket," . said to the woman. ":ell, single tickets are a hundred and fifty dollars for 7osh +ashanah and < om .ippur. 7hat includes a break-the-fast dinner." ". really don't have the money," . replied apologetically. ". just want to go to services. /ust tonight." 
	+er face wrinkled up in an expression that let me know how close . was coming to ruining her new year. "/ust a minute," she barked, before disappearing into the crowd. $ moment later she returned, disappointed that someone had apparently told her she couldn't turn away a poor /ew. "/ust wait in the back until everyone finds a seat," she warned me. "7hen you can go sit down." 
	:hen the service started, . opened the prayer book, barely able to recognize many ofthe +ebrew words . knew . had pronounced hundreds oftimes. . recognized the melodies, but every time . tried to hum along . began to cry. . was back in sKut+ but something was still missing. ,s was a family-a /ewish family. . wanted to make the journey back home, but . couldn't do it alone, and ever since . first noticed /oey 2ishkin, 
	:hen the service started, . opened the prayer book, barely able to recognize many ofthe +ebrew words . knew . had pronounced hundreds oftimes. . recognized the melodies, but every time . tried to hum along . began to cry. . was back in sKut+ but something was still missing. ,s was a family-a /ewish family. . wanted to make the journey back home, but . couldn't do it alone, and ever since . first noticed /oey 2ishkin, 
	. felt sure that was what /udaism demanded of me. %ut that night, everything changed, and . suddenly felt it was time that . began demanding things of it. 

	:hen we arrive at the synagogue where )avid's conversion will take place, . pace nervously up and down an empty hall, as he is whisked away to an upstairs room to undergo his pre-prick interview before the panel ofthree rabbis. $s soon as the conversion is green-lighted, )avid, the rabbis, and . reconvene in a tiny hall adjacent to the room with the ritual bath from which )avid will emerge a /ew. 7here he is told to enter another small room on the right which contains all ofthe accoutrements necessary for a
	-

	":hat happened$" one ofthe rabbis finally asks. ")id he get cold feet$" 
	. resent the remark, even though he made it innocently enough. . suddenly feel compelled to explain to him that )avid is only doing as he is told, that the attention to detail informing the lengthy grooming session is something to be celebrated not mocked, and, most ofall, that )avid doesn't have to do anything before he is absolutely ready. %efore . can gather the courage, though, he emerges from the little room in the robe provided for him, smiling broadly and sincerely. 
	"4kay," he says. ".'m ready to get /ewed-up." 
	7he rabbis lead him into the room with the ritual bath. . listen: no cries ofagony. *ood. . hear splashes. *ood. $nd in what seems like only a fraction ofthe time )avid spent in the shower, he returns, dressed again in his own clothes, skin radiant, and hair still damp from the water that transformed him. 8tanding before me, . see living, breathing /udaism wrapped in a staggeringly attractive package. $nd all . want to do is go home and study it. 
	+olocaust *xhibi
	t 
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	"7he 1azis sure were a bunch ofassholes. %ut goddammit they were snappy dressers." 
	7his line had proven useful in an extraordinary array ofpredicaments, all of which were triggered by a moment ofkeen awareness that $dam, /onathan, and . wore our common ethnicity in the centers ofour faces. )or instance, a fellow camper once offered what he thought was a terribly clever remark making some sort ofconnection between $dam's DsKkJnDzLH protrusion and his inexplicable distaste for pork. :hile responding to an attack like this was often a team effort, $dam found himself alone on this one; with n
	7his line had proven useful in an extraordinary array ofpredicaments, all of which were triggered by a moment ofkeen awareness that $dam, /onathan, and . wore our common ethnicity in the centers ofour faces. )or instance, a fellow camper once offered what he thought was a terribly clever remark making some sort ofconnection between $dam's DsKkJnDzLH protrusion and his inexplicable distaste for pork. :hile responding to an attack like this was often a team effort, $dam found himself alone on this one; with n
	really knew ifthey got our meaning, but we never really cared. 7he sound ofour self-congratulatory laughter, which was as much a part ofthe line as the words themselves, was sufficient enough to insulate us against the enemy's perceptions. 

	:hile we certainly were not the only /ewish boys at camp, we jealously guarded our joke as ifwe were. 4thers, like 7obin, were different from us: 7obin wore contact lenses and had so perfect an $ryan nose that we could not fathom anything short of genetic intervention. 7obin, we assured ourselves, had to be the product ofa rich, old /ewish man and a trophy blonde who underwent an emergency conversion when she was six months pregnant to placate a broken-hearted mother-in-law. 1aturally, 7obin did not gravita
	7here was no doubt, however, that at the end ofeight weeks the revolution would end in sad defeat, and . would have to go back underground. 1o more eating trJLKmeat in the light ofday-. would have to sneak around with friends and lie to my parents. . was bracing myself: when camp ended, . wouldn't simply go home; . would encounter a paradigm shift. :hen my parents finally arrived at the end ofthe session, . was immediately disoriented. . sat in the backseat ofthe long, black, hearse-like, ;olvo station wago
	struggle to retune the signal as we headed south
	. 

	8uddenly, however, my state of longing was interrupted by a change ofsubject that resonated with my experience that summer. 7he conversation turned, as it inevitably does when /ews spend more than a few hours in a car together, to this survivor or that one, or to the +olocaust documentary someone had recently seen on 5%8. 7rue, . had very little academic knowledge ofthe +olocaust, but the one-liner which sustained my /ewish identity all summer long seemed to hit the nail right on the head. . sat behind my p
	%ut the line didn't fit comfortably in my mouth without the expletives. 2aybe it was all those extra syllables that made the 1azis seem really, rJDlly nasty, but . immediately realized my line had not come off as convincingly as it had in camp. . felt my father take his foot off the gas pedal in astonishment, and my heart sank to my shorts; he took a deep breath and iQ a low, studied tone, told his son what he hoped he would never have to tell him. "/oshua," he said, "the +olocaust is not funny." 
	4h, shit, . thought. AQ expertly skilled defense attorney, my father had the keen ability to make anyone he wished feel instantly like a witness for the prosecution. . had only been reunited with my family for a matter ofhours, and . had already desecrated my heritage. 
	". really didn't mean anything by it," . tried to explain. ".t's just something that a few ofus thought was funny at camp." "7he +olocaust is nothing to laugh about," he said. "<ou need to think about how lucky you are. )o you know how close we all came to not being here$" %ut we DrJ here, . thought. . leaned my head against my sister's car seat, closed my eyes, and listened to several more hours' worth of stories roll by on the radio. 
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	)or seven years, every time . passed a church sign advertising its 8unday school, . both snickered and wept a little inside. 7he signs always read something like, "8unday 8chool: 10:00 to 11:00" or "8unday 8chool: 9:00 to 10." *very once in a while . passed a church touting what must have seemed an interminable 10:00 to 11 :30. 2y synagogue did not have a sign, but if it did, it would have read, "8unday 8chool: 9:00 to 12:00." $s my mother drove me to this weekly sentence, . fantasized about being a gentile
	%ut today, . reminded myself, was different. 7oday was the last day ofseventh grade 8unday school. :hile, for the other children, this meant two more years of 8undays culminating in confirmation, . had successfully convinced my parents (i.e., thrown a sufficient number oftantrums) that . had other, secular interests which . deserved to pursue. .n just a few hours, 8unday school would be nothing but a memory. . 
	only had to endure what the teacher the week before assured us would be a very, very special opportunity. 
	7hat year, the class spent most ofits time trudging through a version of 1ucy )awidowisc's TKJ WDr AJDLnst tKJ JJws+ condensed to a tidy two hundred pages for young readers. :eek after week we learned ofnew, unfathomable atrocities. 7he goal of the class, it seemed, was to teach us to somehow shoulder a portion ofthese men and women's martyrdom; we could prevent another +olocaust from happening, the teacher promised us, but only ifwe "did not forget." +ow could we show we had not forgotten$ %y studying the 
	. had seen 2rs. = around the synagogue for years, but . never dared speak to her. ,s wasn't just her intimidating, stout figure and 5olish accent. 8he had also written a memoir for a major publishing house a few years earlier, and this fact made her stand out in our little circle as a sort of untouchable celebrity. :hen 2rs. = entered the classroom that day, the tension was palpable. :e weren't quite sure how to interpret the woman standing before us, how to gauge this living witness to the horrors which se
	:hen 2rs. = finished her address, the class took a collective breath, and th
	e 

	4&$ commenced: 
	$ 8tudent: :hat was it like in the concentration camp$ 
	2rs. =: . wasn't in the concentration camps. 
	7he 7eacher: <ou weren't listening. 8he said nobody found out she was /ewish. $sk a question about tKDt-$nother 8tudent: :ell, what was tKDt like$ 2rs. =: ,s was very scary. . never knew what was going to happen. ,fanyone 
	found out . was /ewish they would have rounded me up, put me on a train, and . could have ended up like six million others. . was very, very fortunate. 
	<et $nother 8tudent: 8o, how did you keep your tattoo covered up$ 
	2rs.=: ... 
	7he 7eacher: :hat are you talking about$! 
	7hat 8ame 8tudent: 2rs. = said she was lucky because no one found out she was /ewish. ,s seems like it would have been really hard to keep the number on her arm covered. 7he 7eacher: 2rs. = doesn't have a tattoo on her arm. 1obody found out she was /ewish. 
	2rs. =: 1o, no. 7hank *od-. never had to go through tKDt-7he teacher sensed her class' disappointment in its guest speaker's lack ofgore, and quickly commandeered the conversation. $s she and 2rs. = chatted, though, the class began its own hushed discussion surrounding the profound sense ofanticlimax it was presently experiencing. :hile most ofthe class pondered whether this heroine was 
	2rs. =: 1o, no. 7hank *od-. never had to go through tKDt-7he teacher sensed her class' disappointment in its guest speaker's lack ofgore, and quickly commandeered the conversation. $s she and 2rs. = chatted, though, the class began its own hushed discussion surrounding the profound sense ofanticlimax it was presently experiencing. :hile most ofthe class pondered whether this heroine was 
	heroine enough, however, . remained in a state ofmeditative ambivalence. . distracted myself with mental images ofa freedom only moments away, and, before . knew it, it was time to go home for the last time. 8miling teachers said they would see me next year, and . assured them they were mistaken. 

	7hat night, . lulled myself to sleep with the soothing strains ofself-congratulation: . was a modern, enlightened eighth-grader-to-be. . had managed, at least partially, to throw offthe shackles ofreligious obligation. .nstead ofsitting through yet another year of8unday 8chool, . could rehearse for a play or take a piano lesson. 
	%ut something else also happened that night, something not at all uncommon since . began studying the +olocaust nine months earlier. .ts images rattled around my subconscious and produced an array ofsometimes terrifying, sometimes sublime dreams in which my wits were tested against the might ofthe 7hird 7eich. .n my dream that night, . found myself first in a position no different from the one . was actually in. . was lying in bed asleep, quite contented, when my mother burst through the door, began flashin
	":hat's going on$" . asked sleepily. 
	"*et under the bed," she screamed. "7hey're coming." 
	. ran to the window, pulled the shade, and, as if. were a camera capturing a closeup, fixated on what seemed like hundreds ofpairs ofshiny boots storming my parents' meticulously landscaped front lawn. . looked behind me, and my mother was gone. . dove to the floor and attempted to flop my way beneath the bed frame. . couldn't fit. $s . dashed toward the closet, . heard the voices ofthe crowd below swell. . couldn't 
	. ran to the window, pulled the shade, and, as if. were a camera capturing a closeup, fixated on what seemed like hundreds ofpairs ofshiny boots storming my parents' meticulously landscaped front lawn. . looked behind me, and my mother was gone. . dove to the floor and attempted to flop my way beneath the bed frame. . couldn't fit. $s . dashed toward the closet, . heard the voices ofthe crowd below swell. . couldn't 
	-

	understand many words, but . could make out FuJKrJr and HJLl HLtlJr- +itler, it somehow became apparent to me, was making the rounds with a gang of88 officers; he wanted to observe their efficiency in action. $nd these officers had chosen my house-with its generously-sized rooms-as a comfortable spot for the )uhrer to watch them muscle the local /ewish population. 

	. closed the closet door and turned offthe light, which . always left on at night. . heard the stomps ofstorm troopers ascending the stairs. 7he steps grew closer and closer until they suddenly stopped. $fter a moment ofexcruciating silence, there was a knock at the closet door. . slowly turned the knob and, as the door creaked open, . saw an imposing blonde soldier with a pert, $ryan nose, black boots, and the armband that singlehandedly put all other armbands out offashion. 
	"&an . help you$" . asked, as if. had greeted an encyclopedia salesman, /ehovah's :itness, or $von lady. 
	"=he )uhrer," he said, with the most staccato *erman accent, "vishes to see you." 
	. shuddered in horror. $s the soldier stepped aside to reveal the man responsible for the near-annihilation ofthe /ewish people, . noticed something strange: ifl wasn't mistaken, this +itler seemed shorter and plumper than the +itler . had seen in photographs. . also didn't remember +itler wearing his hair in a bun. $s my eyes met this figure's gaze, . realized it wasn't the )uhrer at all. ,s was 2rs. =-with a small mascara moustache drawn perfectly in the center ofher upper lip. 
	7hen . woke up. 
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	7wenty years after . had marched out of 8unday 8chool for what . assured myself was the last time, . was back-this time batting for the other team. $nd as a teacher, . learned what . never could have known as a student: though it would appear that a /ewish 8unday 8chool teacher's job is to teach, the task, . discovered, is far more subtle. 7ather, his job is to prevent the student, steeped in a secularism attractive because ofits seeming ability to reveal certain truths beyond /udaism's grasp, from growing 
	7his is why . learned to dread my weekly encounter with 2r.&at the temple threshold. 1ot because he was anything but an intelligent, thoughtful, friendly man, but because, in spite of all his loveliness, his children displayed distinct tendencies toward the contrary. <et they were not HomplJtJly disengaged, . told myself, so there was no need to jeopardize my relationship with them by burdening their father with the facts. 
	*very 8unday at noon brought a new exercise in restraint. .nvariably, 2r. & asked, "8o, how did the kids do today$" $nd invariably . responded, "/ust fine, 2r. &. /ust fine." 
	%ut . could have said so much more. . could have described his son's unique ability to remain wholeheartedly engaged in his own conversation in spite ofseemingly insurmountable interference from teachers wishing to engage him in their own. . could have explained to 0U. & that his daughter routinely displayed uncertainty as to whether she was in religious school or, in fact, in a GLrls GonJ WLlG video. %ut . didn't tell him any ofthese things. . sent his children on their way with a positive report, all the 
	7his rationale served me well for several months, but . soon tired ofthe game and began avoiding 2r. & altogether by developing the habit ofhaving to pee every 8unday morning at precisely two minutes ofnoon. 4ne day, though, as it was bound to happen, time marched on, . forgot . had to pee, and . suddenly found myself face-to-face, unprepared, with this father ofdelinquents. +e didn't open with his usual, "8o, how did the kids do today$" .nstead, the fact we had not spoken in so long necessitated something 
	"8o," he said, "did you see the documentary on 5%8 last night$" 
	"1o, . missed it." 
	+e took a deep breath, looked side-to-side, and in the gravest, confessional tone said, "<ou know, sometimes . get tired ofit. . know it's important to keep talking about it, but there's so much more to being /ewish." 
	. felt the same way, but . was not in an environment in which . felt . could admit it. 1ot knowing what else to say, . reached for the nearest available platitude. ",s certainly seems a shame to define oneself in terms oftragedy." 
	+is eyes widened. "7hat's good! &an . use that$ .'ll even give you credit." 
	. was surprised and flattered by his reaction to my cliche. "1o credit necessary," . said. . was proud ofmyself. . had given someone a little food for thought, and . had avoided having to lie to that someone about his children. $s soon as the door closed behind the & family, . rushed to another teacher to present my ethical dilemma. . told her about the children's behavior, and how . felt . was ultimately doing them a favor by not discussing it with their father. 
	"<ou think you're doing tKJm a favor$" she barked. "<ou're doing KLm the favor. +e can't handle it." . was confused. "7he chemotherapy," she whispered. "+e really can't handle the stress." 
	. had no idea 2r.&had cancer. ,s seemed that, because . had excused myself to the bathroom every 8unday morning at 11 :58, . had missed the hushed discussion of his condition that took place every 8unday afternoon at 12:02. 
	2y mind raced to the conversation that had occurred only two minutes earlier-and . suddenly felt mortified. :here did . get the nerve, . wondered, to casually suggest to this man staring down his mortality that he ought to look for the silver lining$ . thought about what . had said. ".t seems a shame to define oneself in terms oftragedy." . went over it time after time in my head: did . say "oneself," or did . actually say 
	yoursJlK.? . couldn't bear the possibility of"yourself'-that would be far too personal. . 
	left the synagogue that 8unday with the putrid taste offoot in my mouth, laid down for a nap, and dreamed ofdreading our next encounter. 
	%y 11 :57 the following 8unday morning . decided that an 11 :58 trip to the restroom would amount to nothing short ofan act ofcowardice. $t noon . began to look for 2r. & so . could offer my weekly assurance. . told myself it was entirely possible he thought nothing whatsoever about my comment; if our meeting by the door was acted out according to script, . needn't worry. . could rest assured . hadn't belittled a physical and psychological trial as unfathomable as that ofthe +olocaust he tired ofhearing. . 
	:hen he walked through the door, . was immediately struck by physical details . had failed to notice the week before-that his once plump cheeks had yielded to the grey craters ofchemotherapy and his once sturdy frame was holding up loose skin for want of appetite. 2r. & extended his frail hand. $s . shook it, . reminded myself once again of the best case scenario: an impersonal inquiry about his children's behavior and a swift exit. .nstead, he leaned toward me, smiled warmly, and said, "7hank you for not r
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	8ubject: ):): 5lease 7ead! 
	2essage: 7his is a really hard email to see. . would not normally send something 
	so sad, but . want to do my part to keep this information alive. 5lease send this on. 
	<ou are preserving history. 7hanks, / . knew what was coming, and . did not want to open the attachment. . also knew, though, that this email would inevitably become a topic of conversation in my little sphere, and . had no other choice but to take a look. 
	*ven before . clicked the file my mind flooded with images . had seen hundreds oftimes: mangled bodies littered across *erman and 5olish landscapes, limbs twisted in every direction, blank, lifeless eyes that no one cared to close. 8crambling for a distraction, . went to the kitchen and made a sandwich neither my appetite nor waistline needed. :hen . finished it, . forced myself back behind the desk, took a deep breath, and braced myself for the unfathomable violence . was about to once again witness. ".78*
	*ven before . clicked the file my mind flooded with images . had seen hundreds oftimes: mangled bodies littered across *erman and 5olish landscapes, limbs twisted in every direction, blank, lifeless eyes that no one cared to close. 8crambling for a distraction, . went to the kitchen and made a sandwich neither my appetite nor waistline needed. :hen . finished it, . forced myself back behind the desk, took a deep breath, and braced myself for the unfathomable violence . was about to once again witness. ".78*
	synagogue where . taught 8unday 8chool seemed so desperate for me to pass these errors on. 

	8lide #1: $ color portrait of*isenhower dressed in army uniform, hands folded casually in his lap, smiling reassuringly like a saintly father-figure. 7he caption reads: "*eneral )wight ). *isenhower was right when he gave the order to make as many films and photographs." 
	8lide #2: $ photograph ofa heap ofcorpses, colorized like an old &ary *rant movie. 7he pile appears to be stacked at least six bodies high. 7he men at the top ofthe heap lay face up, backs unnaturally bent over the bodies below them, mouths gaping open, skin over ribs stretched as tightly as a drumhead. 7he caption makes a bold claim: "7he +olocaust took place exactly as planned nearly sixty years ago ..." 
	8lide #3: $ photograph ofconcentration camp barracks stacked four tiers high. 1iving corpses, only partially dressed, are pressed against each other like books on shelves. 8ome men smile and wave at the camera; others appear to be dead. $ naked, skeleton ofa man stands center covering his genitals with a garment wadded up in his hand. 7he caption: ",s is a historical fact to remember that, when the 8upreme &ommander ofthe $llied forces, *ral. ):.*+7 ). *.8*1+4:*7 found the victims ofthe concentration camps,
	8lide #4: $ photograph ofa group ofmen, some in military uniforms, some in trenchcoats and fedoras, staring at a collection of bodies stacked waist-to-head on their backs like a row ofchildren going down a steep hill on a sled. 7he caption celebrates 
	8lide #4: $ photograph ofa group ofmen, some in military uniforms, some in trenchcoats and fedoras, staring at a collection of bodies stacked waist-to-head on their backs like a row ofchildren going down a steep hill on a sled. 7he caption celebrates 
	*isenhower's discernment: "$nd the reason for this$ +e explained it this way; '7o collect as much prove, films testimonies, because the day will come when some 'son ofa bitch' will say that this never happened" 

	8lide #5: $ photograph ofa grave containing hundreds ofbodies packed so tightly it is impossible to tell where one body ends and another begins. 7he caption attempts to quote *dmund %urke: "$ll that is needed for evil to succeed is, that decent human beings do nothing." (, looked up the quotation. .t actually reads, "$ll that is necessary for the triumph ofevil is that good men do nothing.") 
	8lide #6: $ photograph ofbombed out buildings framing countless rows ofbody parts. 7he caption takes a new and unexpected turn: "7ecently '7he :nited .ingdom' erased the +olocaust from the %ritish 8chool &urriculum because it offended '7he 2uslim 5opulation %eliefs' that the +olocaust never took place. <es, the :nited .ingdom." (. looked this one up, too. 7he +olocaust *ducational 7rust, a %ritish organization dedicated to promoting the +olocaust's place in the 1ational &urriculum issued this statement: "4v
	8lide #7: $ photograph ofanother row ofcorpses, this time dressed in prison uniforms. 7he caption warns the reader: "7his is an intimidating omen concerning the 
	8lide #7: $ photograph ofanother row ofcorpses, this time dressed in prison uniforms. 7he caption warns the reader: "7his is an intimidating omen concerning the 
	fear that is affecting the world, and each country is allowing itself to be carried away too easily." &ontrary to a claim made in 8lide 2, the caption continues, "2ore than 60 yrs have passed since the end of:.:. ..." 

	8lide #8: $ photograph of several /ewish men standing in line, hands in the air. 7he men are apparently still in transit, as they are wearing suits, shoes, caps, and eyeglasses. .n the caption, the writer identifies the purpose ofhis project: "7his email is being sent as a reminder for all humanity, in memory of 6 million /ews, 20 million russians, 10 million christians, priests, murdered, slaughtered, raped, burnt, humiliated, in the meantime germany and russia had other priorities ...." 
	8lide #9: $ photograph ofat least twenty men, naked, heads shaven, standing against a fence. 8ome men stare at the camera; others stare blankly in front of them. 7heir ribs are as pronounced as the ribs ofthe dead in 8lide #2. 7he writer clarifies his agenda: "1ow more than ever, countries such as .ran amongst other, declare that '7he +olocaust is a myth'. ,s is 12W imperative to remind the world never to forget, ever." 7he caption continues, "7he purpose ofthis email is to have at least 40.000.000 people a
	8lide #10: $ photograph oftwo men lying side-by-side, head-to-toe on a stretcher on the ground next to a web ofbarbed wire. .t is unclear whether the men are living or dead. 7he caption implores the reader: "%e it one or more in this 'W2R/'-WI'( (0AI/ &HAI1' help spread this email all over the world. 5ls translate ifnecessary!!!!" 
	8lide # 11: $ photograph ofa large pile oftwisted corpses being tidied by a man driving a large, motorized plough. 7he caption delivers the email's closing plea: ")o not erase it. .... <ou will only spend 1 minute ofyour time sending it." 
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	7he end. 
	. tried to locate the author's voice. . couldn't imagine an adult making all ofthese mistakes, so . conjured the image ofa young teenager trying desperately to make sense of something impossible to make sense of: a /ewish teenager, . thought, who had worked hard to prove to some harried 8unday 8chool teacher how dedicated he was to /udaism. 
	7hen . wondered how . would react if. was that harried 8unday 8chool teacher. :ould . have been put offby the email ifl was the one this child was trying to please$ :ould . have pointed out all ofthe errors$ :ould . have told him that in his effort to dispel fear of/udaism, he was spreading fear of .slam$ 4r, would . have simply been delighted to see one ofmy students identify so strongly with his people-and let the rest ofit go$ 
	%efore long, . found myself becoming friends with this hypothetical figure. . imagined reminding him that, according to /ewish 1aw, an open casket funeral desecrates the memory ofthe dead. . imagined asking him ifhe thought the photographs ofthese corpses overshadowed the lives ofthose that once inhabited them. . imagined telling him that ofall the things we must remember about the +olocaust, one ofthe most important is a fact . often forget myself: that +itler is dead, but the /ewish people are not. $nd if
	. recalled the synagogue president's call to action: ". would not normally send something so sad, but . want to do my part to keep this information alive. 5lease send this on. <ou are preserving history." TKLs history, however, as twisted and fetishized as the bodies in the photographs, . knew . could not pass on. 1evertheless, . resolved to save 
	. recalled the synagogue president's call to action: ". would not normally send something so sad, but . want to do my part to keep this information alive. 5lease send this on. <ou are preserving history." TKLs history, however, as twisted and fetishized as the bodies in the photographs, . knew . could not pass on. 1evertheless, . resolved to save 
	the email, to open it up every once in a while, and have an imaginary chat with my imaginary friend. :ith his help, perhaps, . will be able to remember what . must remember, and remember what . ought to forget. 
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	7hesis: CLrHumHLsLon DnG Its DLsHontJnts- $dvisor: .elcey 5arker, 5h.). AQ examination ofthe relationship between /ewish 2emoir and constructions of /ewish identity, with a creative component comprising two pieces of short memoir. 
	7hesis: CLrHumHLsLon DnG Its DLsHontJnts- $dvisor: .elcey 5arker, 5h.). AQ examination ofthe relationship between /ewish 2emoir and constructions of /ewish identity, with a creative component comprising two pieces of short memoir. 
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